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PREFACE

The Community Organisation Research and Education (CORE) Project
of CACE. was established in 1985 in order to survey and analyse

developments within community organisations in the greater Cape Town
area. This series of CORE WORKING PAPERS forms part of the project.
Over the last seven years. the project has undertaken systematic collection
and storage of data on community organisations. participatory research
into specific aspects of policies and practices. and the dissemination of
findings through popular texts, academic papers. and conferences for
academics and activists.

The CORE WORKING PAPERS aim to contribute to the cfigoing debates
and understandings of the present and future policies and practices of com-
munity organisations in South Africa.

The CORE Project is part of the \Nodk being done by the Centre for
Adult and Continuing Education (('ACE) at the Universit) of the Western

Cape (UWC).
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CHAPTER

1

BACKGROUND TO AND

RATIONALE FOR THE RESEARCH

INTRODUCTION
Community organisations (C0s)1 provide a wide
range of activities which include non formal educa-
tion (NFE) in the field of adult education (AE). The
techniques. structure and mode of training in NEE
differs markedly from that of the formal educational
sector. NFE provision is largely for the underprivi-
leged and often forgotten members of society. In
countries where there are no or limited social secu-
rity provisions and restricted educational facilities.
the role of COs can be very important. And this is
the case in South Africa, where COs have played a
meaningful not least in the struggle against
apartheid. In a changing climate, with the move
towards creating a democratic South Africa. the
funding of many of these organisations may dry up.
and with that. valuable contributions to training
through non formal means may come to an end.
However, little is known of the overall work of
COs, and even less of how their efforts are directed
towards those who endure the harshest social condi-
tions in our society. viz. women.

This study is concerned with a review of NEE
provision. particularly that for women. in the

Western Cape. To this end. an empirical investiga-
tion was conducted among the trainers of a small
sample of COs in 1992, to provide a profile of some
of these pros isions. Given the contradictions that
characterize South Africa. and the confusion gener-
ated by apparently rapidly changing social condi-
tions, these details are important more as there is
a danger that the invaluable work of COs may be
relegated to a low le el of priorih. gi \ en the scram-
ble for the development of the formal educatitmal
.sector. And this nom ithstanding one of die goals
set out in the Tripartite Alliance's Reconstruction
and Development Programme (Fourth Draft. I 993 ),

hich reads:
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5.5. People will he given opportunities to learn
through their lives, not just when they are young
so that they can get more skills to keep up with
changes in society and technologies. It i:s hoped.
furthermore, that the data that is generated may
make a contribution to policy on NEE provision
in the future.

WHAT IS ADULT EDUCATION?
Adult education (AE) is a term which appears to
evade adequate definition. An experienced adult
educationist. Youngman (1992) says it is "a
chameleon term that changes in varying contexts-.
There is no doubt, however, that it enables adults
to pursue a range of non formal learning which
they woukl not otherwise receive through the

existing formal educational system. Youngman
says that:

In many ways. therefore, the term adult educa-
tion is an analytical construct that gives intellec-
tual coherence at the level of deep structure to a
range of activities which appear on the surface
to be unconnected ,and which are perceived by
their practitioners as unrelated. (1992. p.6)

The multifaceted nature of AE provision is a feature
of its work. Adult educationists themselves come
from a range of backgrounds, often derived from
practical experience in the field itself. From their
expertise the notion has been generated and is

held by many of them that they are radical
educators, whose efforts may advance change in
socio-economic conditions, a point which will be
considered in a little detail below. This has led to
the belief and claims, as Aitcheson put it at a con-
ference of University-based Adult Educators in
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1987, that many adult educationists in non formal
education moved into AE in the 1970s and 1980s
because they:

did believe that they were going to train 'lead-
ers' and 'managers' of an alternative education
movement/system that would have high impact
on adult masses. (1991. p. 410)

Youngman is sceptical of the effectiveness of AE to

this end, and. in quoting Griffin (1991). suggests
there is a political naivety on the part of many adult
educationists. who fail to recognise that the reverse
process may follow their efforts. Adult education-
ists may. on the contrary:

contribute to the processes of capital accumula-
thm and the legitimation of the social order.
(Youngman. 1992, p. 6.)

His point is that the facilities and training that are
provided may reinforce the status quo. He does not
elaborate this point but there are several aspects to
which attention may be drawn. The first is that
focusing on the individual is embedded in liberal
democratic ideologies, and this in turn privileges
individualism which has the consequence of defus-
ing group action, a point which is expanded on
below when discussinl..! the work of Freire. Then
there are the consequences of AE as a student-
centred activity. Keddie (1980) drew attention to
this and said that in concentrating on students'
needs AF was (similar to primary school education
which is pupil-oriented):

adaptl ing I to dominant educational and cultural
structures. hut does not question the modes by

hich education controls differential access to
knowledge and power. (1980. p. 470)

What this discussion does highlight is that adult
educationists are subjected to an ideology the

practice of which may not be as effective as hoped
for. and of which they themselves may be unaware.
Furthermore, their practice is derived from the belief
that w hal they do "empowers- people and "consci-
enti/es- them in the manner described by Freire.

Perhaps there is a desire to attach to AE a coher-

ence that is nonetheless lacking. What is not neces-
sarily recognised is that adult education is engaged

taLte,.

in work which reflects the many contradictions that
exist and operate within a capitalist economy.
Further, the organisations which provide these ser-
vices may or may not be fully aware of these con-
tradictions. although they, the adult educators, may
be bound by some common ideologies relating to
the work they do.

COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS AND
THE STRUGGLE AGAINST APARTHEID
AE provision in South Africa has a mixed history.
A Workers' Education Association was in existence
in the earlier part of the 20th century. and a range of
organisations, such as the National Council of
Women. Rotarians. church organisations. trade

unions and so on, also provided forms of AE for the

White population. From 1939 onwards, the State's
concern over the number of White school leavers
without Standard VIII certificates resulted in the
provision of compensatory and other measures.
This became the responsibility of the Department of

Cultural Affairs in 1968. and the following year an
Act (The National Culture Promotion Act. No. 27
of 1969) came into operation. with its main purpose:

to pmvide for the preservation, development.
fostering and extension of the culture of the
White population of the Republic by the plan-
ning. organiz.ation, co-ordination and provision
9f facilities for the utilization of leisure, and
informal out-of-school education. (Quoted by
I3ehr and Macmillan. 1971. p. 339)

This set in motion affirmative action in AE policy
directed towards the White population. and the
Afrikaans speaking group in particular. with an
emphasis on "high culture-. The majority of the
population for whom extremely limited resources
were made available were virtually excluded.

The consequence of the apartheid system,

through its educational policies, has perpetuated a

high rate of illiteracy among the majority of the
population. and maintained a low level of skill
among the majority of the work force. It was the
COs who consistently tackled these educational
deficits, however minimally, over the years. Their
efforts, unfortunately, were met by hostile State
opposition from the mid- I 960s onwards and COs
were put under great strain.

9
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in spite of their 'policies, the State was forced to
begin to address the anomalies of the system and
the problems of meeting the demand by industry
and commerce for an educated and skilled work
force. The State recognised the potential of NEE as
a means of beginning to tackle the consequences of
its own short-sighted policies. A Government report

of 1981. Provision of Education in the RSA.
known as the De Lange Report, while not acknowl-
edging the fact that institutionalised racism was the
main cause for the majority of the population being
denied education. proposed a compensatory non
formal form of AE and training at low cost, which
could begin to address these deficits. Such a system

would be cheaper than the formal educational one
and could be effected by private enterprise. The
State transferred responsibility for this to private
enterprise, which responded with some sectors
introducing a number of training schemes, most of
which are concerned with literacy either of a gener-
al nature or directed towards the needs of the enter-

prise in the work place. (NEPI. AE. 1993)

Meanwhile the State has provided some form of AE
through its own agencies, such as the prison system

and the army: hut this has not addressed the massive

lacunae generated by the apartheid system. Overall

then, it is true to say that the State has no coherent
AE policy for the majority of the population, and
has largely ignored the potential contribution that
COs have made and can continue to make.

In the face of the State's direct opposition. adult
educationists continued to provide some form of
NEE which was directed to the largely dispos-
sessed, disenfranchised, uneducated population.
often living under appalling social conditions.
Indeed Walters (1989) attributed the rapid prolifera-
tion of' COs in the 1970s and 1980s to social
upheaval and political struggle.

Much of their work was carried out under threat
of state repressive measures. The difficulties under
which people in this sector worked, particularly at
the height of repression during the 1980s, is reflect-

ed in the foilowing:

... The State has embaiked on massively infiltrat-

ing the democractic movement, and setting up
right wing organisations in an attempt to counter

the influence of the MDM I Mass Democratic
Movementi, w. well as setting up surrogate forces,

vigilante groups and the special constables.

The restrictions on organisations and the
detention or elimination of leadership has meant
that national structures of democratic organisa-
tions have largely been broken, and in many
cases, even regional structures have found it dif-

ficult to continue operating ...

Despite all this, organisations in many sec-
tors have managed to continue operating and
have consolidated and strengthened their work.
(Kell and Patel, 1988. p. 9)

During the late 1980s. the political climate began to
change due to the breakdown of control by the State

and the deteriorating economic conditions. A con-
ference titled Facing the Challenges of the 1990s,
in 1989, was hosted jointly by the Centre for Adult
and Continuing Education (CACE) and the Centre
for Development Studies, with 250 representatives
from 90 organisations in the Western Cape. This
was one of the first public gatherings of people
involved in COs in which issues relating to the
"transfer of political power" and, as Trevor Manuel,
a leading activist at the time said, "the need to set
out realistic objectives for ourselves and for our
interaction with the masses in respect to health.
housing and economic issues" were beim!

addressed. At the same conference, arother well
known activist. Graeme Bloch, pointed to thc "fiTg-
mentary and inconclusive" basic data that was
available. He spoke of the "highly dynamic and
rapidly changing" nature of the Western Cape and
the challenges that would emerge through oemo-
graphic changes and the anticipated massive influx
of people from rural areas into the Western Cdpe
over the next decade. (CACE. 1989)

This reflected the view of many of the .wganisa-
dons which had been heavily engaged in fighting
apartheid in whatever way they could up to 1990
and '8enerated consensus among them. A need began

to emerge for a review of their pro\ iions in the
light of the lifting of repressive state m:asures, and
the legitimation of oppositional politics. particularly
that of the African National Congress (ANC). But
exactly what form this would or indeed wifl take had
and still has not been established. although Mdis idu-

al agencies are engaged in such considerations

The work of the COs was and is still largef
unco-ordinated, hut has been united in the main in
the struggle against State oppression. kven though
there may have been consensus among many COs
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as to this ultimate uoal of bringing down the
apartheid State, there are a number of differences
between them. These are in relation to their provi-
sions, their overall plans, particularly for the future.
their definitions, concepts and ideologies used in
their everyday practice in AE. This is not unique to
South Africa as:

... within the same country are distinctly different
practices of adult education, developed by dif-
ferent social actors. embodying ideological and
political conceptions which are not only diver-
gent but completely opposed and contradictory.
(Picot.). C. 1991, p.81)

These differences may be analysed theoretically in
accordance with the type of model of development
which could be applied including modernization.
dependency and Marxist theories,. It is unlikely that
the COs would identify themselves as falling within
particular analytical categories, although many of
those enuged in the field of AE would describe
themselves. as Aitcheson has done, as imbued with
an ideology located in that of a social movement.
and one which probably would conform to a liberal
democratic ideology. Class-based analyses are

conspicuous by their absence and even more so
now when it is no longer fashionable to use the
term "class-.

SOME SALIENT DIFFERENCES
BETWEEN NON FORMAL ADULT
EDUCATION AND FORMAL EDUCATION
Most adult educationists differ from their col-
leagues in the formal sector in a number of ways,
and are largely responsible for the development of
what has become known as NEE. The term NEE
gained ground during the 1970s as a response by
development agencies. and the United Nations in
particular. to the developnlent work being conduct-
ed among Third World people.

Almost twenty years ago. Simkins' monograph
(1977) set out the parameters of NEE. identifying
how it differs from formal education.; Ile described
the aims, the timing. the content, the techniques.
and forms of control as the benchmarks for this dis-
tinction. NEE has short-term goals. is highly specif-
ic. and not concerned with accreditation at the end
of the study, whatever form it takes. NEE is part-
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time. is recurrent, and its provision is short-term. Its
content is task or skill centred, and focuses on the
individual within a community setting. Its tech-
niques are environment-based. flexibile. learner-
centred, and, above all. low cost. The control of
NEE is seen to reside aMong the participants and
hence is of a democratic nature.

Recently Fordham emphasised some of these
points when he said that:

Internationally. non-formal education is often
defined in terms of: relevance to the needs of the
poor. flexibility in organization and methods,
carefully targeted approaches and specificity in
objective. (1993. p.4)

Provision for the poor in the Third World is ceferred
to t),. La Belle and Verhine. NFE refers to "local-
level programs for the adult poor. and draws atten-
tion to some of the issue surrounding its use among
the oppressed of the Third World-. (La Belle &
Verhine. 1986, p. 397) Focusing on the needs of the
poor appears to remove the goals of NFE from the
realm of the political.

In addressing the needs of the poor. the causes
for their poverty do not necessarily constitute the
problem, but rather the effects. NFE may be seen.
as Fordham has said, largely concerned with the
consequences of poverty. Thus the needs of individ-
uak may be the focus of attention, and not the
social conditions in which they live, and as such
conforms to one of the criteria of modernization
theory which privileges individualism in the course
of moving towards liberal democracy. Zackarakis-
Jutz sees individualism as directly linked to the
dominant power structure. He said:

Individualization, as Foucault (1982) and l.asch
(1979) want, is a tool used by dominant culture
to foster utopian visions, riches and glory, and
personal freedom and power. Yet, in reality.
focusing on the indiv idual leave.. most people in
isolation and profoundly powerless relative to
the state or dominant institutions. (Zacharakis-
Jut,. 1988, p. 43)

Ereire. on the other hand. was concerned with both
cause and effect and not V ith the needs of tile indi-

idual per e or the individual's deficit. Overall
social conditions and how to transform the repres-

11
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sive nature of these among individuals constituted
his problematic. Through the techniques which he
devised he aimed to "conscientize- the poor.

Conscientiz.ation is:

... the development in the learners of a critical
understanding of society and an awareness of
the capacity to change society. (Youngman.

1986. p. 155, my italics)

These views on conscientization have influenced
successive generations of adult educationists and
the term has become thoroughly embedded in the
language of adult educationists.

Closely associated with the notion of conscienti-
zation is that of "empowerment- which Graham-
Brown (1)91) said was:

... to comprehend their political and economic
position, confront their oppres:,ion and seek col-
lectively to change. (p.71)

Empowering, like conscientization, is seen as peo-
ple gaining knowledge of those forces responsible
for their spe ific conditions, as though this knowl-
edge provides the conditions for effecting change
and for their acquisition of power.

Furthermore it should be pointed out that the
terms conscientization and empowerment have
become widely used and are not restricted to COs.
International funders talk of empowering members
of the community. And the term has been appropri-
ated throughout the world even by the very groups
against which so many COs pitted themselves.
Governments and others whose goals do not corre-
spond, and indeed may be diametrically opposed to
those of adult educationists now use the same ter-
minology.

The language, and, even to an extent the

methodology of 'popular education' has also
been used to legitimizo political and social con-
trol, whether by governments or by external
funding agencies which now look with peat
favour on projects couched in terms of 'empow
erment'. ( S. Graham-Brown, p.72. 199 n

Not only have Ereire's concepts of conscientization
and the assoHated one of empowerment been adopt-
ed widely. but so have the techniques he developed

L.,11

in the literacy programmes he ran in Brazil prior to
his exile. From this has developed the notion of pop- .
ular education which involves a range of educational
techniques primarily located within the commnity.
constructed by the community and outside the
sphere or influence or control of the State. Popular
education is a practice which "begins with a process
of community research. analysis, and action known
as participatory investigation-. (La Belle. p.109)

Freire as well as other adult educationists. devel-
oped a sct of innovative educational techniques
which have also been linked ideologically to what
has become known as People's Education, and this
no less in South Africa than in other countries, par-
ticularly Latin America.

It was Freire's concept of conscientization and
that of empowerment which played a crucial role
in the 1970s in South Africa. His ideas were circu-
lated clandestinely and inspired the emerging Black
Consciousness movement, the radical church
groups and other workers, and subsequently fed into
the community-based organisations in the 1980s.4

Similarly COs in South Africa have, like their
counterparts throughout the world, talked, and still
do. in terms of empowerment. and this ideology is
firmly entrenched in the progressive COs in South
Africa. Struggle for Democracy (1989) spoke of
empowering as:

people gaining an understanding of and control
over social economic and/or political forces in
order to improve their standing in society. An
empowering process i. the means to bring about
such understanding and control. (Matiwana et al.
1989 p.20)

Within the repressive conditions up to 1990. the
concept and practice of People's Education gained
support and was employed by a range of organisa-
tions concerned with creating an alternate educa-
tional system. For example, ER IP (Education,
Resource and Information Project) through the use
of' "wall charts, posters. audio and visual cassettes,
briefings and obviously booklets, packages and
slide show s- aimed to provide an alternate educa-
tion. The strategies they employed were learned on
the "shop floor- so to speak. Since then, they have
imparted their knowledge to newcomers.

Their techniques are an example of NEE which
still remains a highly experientially-based skill.
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with an unprofessionalized set of practices. located
in individual organisations. Attempts at profession-
alizing AE in practice is visible in the development
of university-based courses for adult educators at
several centres and departments of AE in some uni-
versities in the country.

However, when the terms conscientization.
empowerment and popular education are subjected
to critical assessment there are obvious flaws.
Youngman (I 986) censured academics and practi-
tioners who adopted Freire's concepts wholesale. It
was and is fashionable to do so, he said, and he
accused adult educationists and others of becoming
part of a "radical chic" group. He said Ereire's ideas
were appropriated uncritically, and no account was
taken of the complexity of his theoretical proposi-
tions. or the political implications of his statements.
Here Youngman was referring in particular to the
notions of the transformation of society. What con-
stitutes control, and hence the ability to effect sig-
nificant change in social conditions responsible for
all social malaises. involves more than conscious-
ness raising and awareness of what generates the
conditions of poverty and subordination. Work per-
formed by COs does not provide the necessary con-
ditions for social transformation.

Power relations arc firmly located within the
complex socio-economic system and backed up b.)
a range of state and civil society apparatuses. These
constraints are not necessarily recognised. nor
addressed by the COs themselves or their clients, as
already discussed above. The machinations and
maintenance of state power is a highly complex
process. and one not easily upset by small groups of
people who gain knowledge individually about the
conditions which are responsible for their poverty
and relative deprivation.

In regard to the techniques employed, there are
two different criticisms which have been levelled
against NEE. Although these techniques are recog-
nised as "systematic and sophisticateC (Youngman.
1 9 8 6 ) they too have been criticised in relation to the

role Ereire said they would play in the transforma-
tion of social conditions. La Belle (1984) referred
to the work of others which indicated that literacy
programmes may hme raised people's understand-
ings of the social processes accounting for their
conditions that is conscientization hut there was
no evidence that their social conditions had altered.
a condition said to follow on from empowerment.
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Van Nickerk (1992) in reviewing the work of the
Sandinistas in Nicaragua after they gained power
argued, correctly, that literacy campaigns cannot
in themselves constitute sufficient conditions for
effecting social transformation.

It is not clear to what extent the COs have
actively researched the conditions, or whether they
have responded to stated needs a, desires by mem-
bers of the community in accordance with the
guidelines of popular education. It would seem.
however, that the work carried out by so many of
the COs would fall loosely under the heading of
popular education.

There are other limitations to NEE. Practitioners
do not necessarily have a systematic approach.

their assessment of the need may not always he
accurate. and their forms of assessment may he
weak. However. NEE does fill real gaps and enables
many people to acquire knowledge which they
would otherwise never have: It may provide access
to formal training or education. It may enable
people to acquire skills which they can use in the
various sectors of the labour market. And finally, it
may well assist people to cope better with existing
harsh life conditions.

WHY FOCUS ON NFE PROVISION
BY COs FOR WOMEN?
It would he difficult to sustain an argument that any
study that concentrates on provision for women is
inappropriate at this point in time, when all Black
people have been consistently disadvantaged. In the
first place, it will be argued that given the overall
subordination of women (which is apparent in the
facts that have been well publicised by UNESCO),
that failure to take cognisance of their specific
needs will result in their continuing relegation to
subordinate posit ions.

It has been calculated by international agencies.
such as UNESCO. that women kvork considerably
longer hours than men, largely because of their
domestic responsibilities. It is estimated that in

working hours they perform two-thirds of the world's
work. They contribute significantly to the income of
the family. and in many cases are the sole supporters

they head one-third of the world's households
and yet earn only one-tenth of the world's income. In
spite of their long hours of' work, they own onl one-
tenth of the world's property. In agriculture they are
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thought to produce half the world's food. These are
global figures. It is not yet possible to produce
comparable figures for South Africa. but there is
nothing to suggest that South Africa differs from
other developing countries of the world.

These facts on women's poverty are only part of
the problem. In ideological terms, the situation of
women is represented as being "normal" and
unquestionable. The ideological structures which
are reflected in everyday practices are held by men

and women alike. Roth genders accept that this is
the "natural" form and do not question women's
subordination.

Throughout the history of South Africa, and
more particularly during the course of struggle
against the apartheid system. women have played
an integral and crucial role in the opposition to vari-
ous repressive state measures. Latterly, women haw

been part of the armed struggle in the underground
movement, and have worked in organisations con-
cerned with civil society. Their strength. courage
and contribution is not in doubt, and several writers
have chronicled their contribution (Horn, 1991:

Walker, 1982).

Irrespective of their full participation. they do
not enjoy equality with men either in the private
domain of their homes, or in the public domain of
civil society and the work place. What constitutes
equality and equal rights has been debated exten-
sively and there will he no attempt here to do
more than acknowledge the complexity of this
matter. Equal rights can be concretely incorporated
in the statutes and common laws of a society. Yet
there is a vast difference between establishing legal

rights and ensuring that actual practices in different
aspects of everyday life are equitable and are so for

women of all classes and all ethnic membership.
I.egal pros ision by no means guarantees

that inequities will be removed. The I.ISA is a case
in point.

Apart fiom legal definitions, inequalities are
often of an intangible natuR!. They are reflected in a

number of ideologies. \\ hich themsek es provide the

basis for the legitimation of continuing unequal
practices. For example, the ideology that women's
place is in the home is invokeo when legitimating
lower pay for women.

Addressing questions of women's equality in
South Africa was often met with open hostility for
political reasons. In the past, such efforts were
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labelled as inappropriate bourgeois Western femi-
nism which has no place in South Africa. It was put
very bluntly in 1989, by "Clara" from the under-
ground in South Africa:

If we understand that the women question is at
this point in time a subordinate, less antagonistic

contradiction in South Africa, then we will draw
correct conclusions about when and how to
organise around women's experiences in the dif-

ferent stages of our revolution. It should be clear
that the total emancipation of women is only
realisable under a developed socialist economy,

and only if, in each stage of our revolution, we
organise women to participate fully and raise
their demands as part of the people's demands.
(('lara, 1989, p.40)

Women's concerns had, therefore, according to
"Clara", to be postponed to a later date when a
socialist economy had been achieved with equal
rights for everyone. Feminism was not welcome.

While the creation of a socialist state may not be
on many people's agenda in South Africa. the

consideration of women's rights has surfaced in
spite of the opposition to anything labelled as
"feminist". Indeed. it has become part of every-
day rhetoric on democratic rights. Even though
"gender is on the agenda" in organisations like the
ANC (McClintock. 1993) in concrete terms little
has happened to redress this imbalance. A report in

the Cape Times by the political staff quotes Ms T
Mtintso. who said:

the ANC had decisively buried the issue of quo-
tas after an attempt to impose a 307 quota was
averted two years ago. Ms Mtintso, head of the
SACP's gender desk and a former Daily
DeApalch journalist, said leaders had tended to
respond to the question of gender oppression
"with giggles or sniggers of 30'4" although
women formed more than 50q of the electorate.
(5. ID. 93).

Issues of equality are being taken up by powerful
progresske trade unions. political organisations and

organs of civil society, all of which are supporting
notions of democratisation and the extension of
equal opportunities to women.s With regard to the
labour market, COSATU (Congress of South
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African Trade Unions) is in the forefront and aims
to upgrade the qualifications among its existing
members, through provision of basic education,
and introduce women into occupations previously
denied them. Holk ever well intentithic..1. it is

unlikely that women will benefit significantly

(Budlender. 1992). and admittance to skilled jobs
is not likely to occur. Men who hme long heen
denied access to skilled work will hardly welcome
women to their ranks. And such behaviour will he
firmly legitimated by the ideological structure
entrenched in civil society. This, of course, leaves
untouched the discriminatory practices which

operate in the private world of the home. where far
more subtle forms of differentiation and subordina-
tion operate.

It is clear from the above discussion that COs'
preoccupation until recent times has been with
major issues of combating the effects of the
apartheid system, and attempting to replace it. In

the course of its work, many COs have been
engaged with the community as such. and not taken
into account the gendered needs of the community.
nor the power struggles that may. exist between men
and women. COs. by. virtue of the nature of their
work, are not concerned directly NA ith equity but
rather with provision of facilities denied to an
impoverished. often oppressed group of people.
Their failure to regard as integral to their merall
struggle the problems which women as a group
experience is understandable hut needs to be chal-
lenged. This is why the present study has focused
on women and their particular needs and fulfilment
of interests.

WOMEN'S NEEDS AND INTERESTS
Ii is necessary at the outset to point to the fact that
many women's needs differ front those of men.
because of the gendered division of labour that
operates in society. Men's needs are ()lien particu-
larly associated with employment as their mascu-
line identities are inextricably linked in ideological
terms to their roles as husbands. supporters of their
families and heads of their families. The difference
between men's and woiaen's needs are reflected in
masculine and feminine roles and the ideologies
relating to these roles. At the risk of emphasising
the obvious, women are responsible in the main for
all domestic labour. irrespective of ,vhether they
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work in the formal or informal sector of the labour
market. or whether they work in the rural areas. In
effect, women work considerably longer hours than
their husbands or partners, and, in rural areas, are
the main producers of food. Secondly. theie is no
homogeneity among women. Their needs are medi-
ated hy class and ethnic differences. Arising out of
these different needs are different interests. Thus a
woman li\ ing at the level of sursistence will have
different needs to an urban- based middle class
woman. The former will he engaged in satisfying
her basic needs and her interests will reflect these.
The latter's concern will he totally different. If sup-
ported by her husband. her basic needs for food,
warmth and shelter will he taken I'm granted.

She will be involved in a different set of needs
felating to her style and quality of life, and these
will be of a totally different order to that of a rural
peasant woman.

In what is now a much-quoted and highly influ-
ential article, in which she questioned a numher of
assumptions about the participation of women in
the Nicaraguan struggle against the dictator.
Somoza. Molyneux (1985) highlighted the hetero-
geneity of women because of their class, ethnic and
gendered positions. For analytical purposes,
Molyneux (1985) differentiated between women's
interests derived from their different ueeds. She dis-
tinguished between practical and strategic interests.
The latter relates to interests generated by womeds
knowledge and consciousness of those conditions
responsible for their subordination as women and.
as such, correspond to what can he termed a 'Tenn-
inst- agenda. Practical interests are:

... usually a response to a percek ed need. and
they do not generally entail a strategic goal such
as women's emancipation or gender equality.
(Molvneux, 1985, p. 23)

In other words, practical needs k% hich generate

practical interests would not address women's sub-
ordination. but rather the nuds generated by the
conditions in which they iiNe. Furthermore. in meet-
ing these needs. which often are of a basic kind,
women's overall subordination w ould not be ques-
tioned at all.

This distinction is of particuhr importance and
may' be linked to the whole question of what consti-
tutes "gender sensitivity-. The call for organisations

15
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and people to be "gender sensitive- requires close
scrutiny. It may signify a recognition of gender
inequalities and a need to tackle these. But recog-
nising gender inequalities does not necessarily take

account of the different level of needs that exist, nor

the different interests. Being "vnder sensitive-
may result in prioritising means of addressing
women's poverty and their immediate practical
needs. This sensitivity may not go beyond !: idress-

ing women's practical needs which do not question
their traditional roles or the conditions of their sub-
ordination.6 Focusing on immediate needs may sim-

ply reinforce women's gendered subordination.

There is a need for a more considered use of termi-
nology when tackling issues relating to women. An
organisation can become or already may be sensi-
tive to specifp: women's practical needs. and U.:is

NOTES

then can bc seen to he "gender sensitive". It will be

argued that only if these differences are fully recog-
nised and taken into account can gender subordina-

tion be tackled seriously.
Finally, to argue. therefore, tn:ii the work of COs

could and (foes empower women, is questionable. It

is possible that even when dealing with women's
practical needs. COs may raise women's conscious-
ness about the conditions leading to their poverty
and subordination. On the basis of what has been
said, women cannot be empowered because the pro-

cess of conscientization does not of itself provide
them with the necessary conditions t-.) alter the cir-
cumstances of their subordination as women. It may

go some way to alleviating their poverty, but this is
not empowerment. Their status in society is not
altered, nor are the power relations.
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CHAPTER

THE CLASSIFICATION AND TYPE OF

PROVISION OF NON FORMAL EDUCATION

CLASSIFICATION OF NON FORMAL
EDUCATION PROVISION
NEE provision is extremely broad and encompasses

a wide number of activities, from literacy classes to
learning about, say. ancient Egypt. As pointed out
in the previous chapter, there is no consensus about

the role. form and content of NEE. Because of this
diversity, it is helpful to provide some form of clas-
sification. Almost twenty years ago. Simkins (1977)
delineated three of the "most common- areas cov-
ered by NEE:

(11 activities oriented primarily to the develop-
ment of the skill and knowledge of members of
the labour force who are already employed:

(2) activities designed primarily to prepare per-
sons. mainly youth, for entry into employment:
and

(31 activities designed to develop skill, know l-
edge and understanding that transcend the work
world. (Simkins, 1977. quoting Harbison. p.7)

It is interesting to note that the first two are work-
related either skilling or reskilling the existing
labour force or the new recruits who may .ot ha\ e
the requisite skills. The third category is a catch-
all one which encompasses anything and every-
thing outside world of work, and as such is
very bo)ad.

Millar (1991) classified NEE pro\ ision in South
Africa somewhat differently. a classification which
was used in the review of AE educational pros i-
sions in the NEN exercise. (NEN, Ai. I)92 )
Millar distinguished between compensatory.

upgrading and cultural/political forms of NFL
Compensatory can refer to comparable levels of the
formal education system, starting at the lowest level
.if literacy and inov ing upwards. This has particular
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resonance in South Africa in which the majority of
Africans are illiterate, a phenomenon vOtich has
extensive repercussions in a society st:uggling to
develop and increase its industrial capacity.

Upgrading refers specifically to "continuing educa-
tion that has as its function the development of
knowledge and competence that leads to increased
effectiveness in specific contexts. usually the work
place- (Millar, 1991. p. 1141. and as such corre-
sponds to Simkins' first category. Given the fact
that the it.tajority of African workers have been
denied access to training for skilled work, this sec-
tor could constitute an extremely important part a
NEE. The third category is what Millar termed
"cultural/political-. The cultural, including recre-
ational facilities, encompass the type of NEE which
can be said to have dominated AE classes lOr the
White population, although oily iously there is some
NEE provision of a cultural and recreational nature
for sectors other than Whites. Political NEE provi-
sion corresponds to NEE as social movement

(Aitcheson. 1991) and has formed an extremely
important sector of AE up to the present. Political
AE in South Africa has been taken to refer to "the
networks of community. worker and student organi-
sations with the goals of social reconstruction and
conscienti/ing agendas-. (Millar, 199 I )

However, when considering the plethora of NEE
pmvisions. such a classification appears inadequate

for set eral reasons. Beginnitq! \\ ith the classifica-
tion itself. compensatory education in South Africa
other than for Whites, tends to refer, usually, to two
main levels literacy and numeracy, and secondly,
classes for school matriculation certificate. AN such.

compensatory education caters for two distinct con-
stituencies one with little or no education. and the
other for people with already existing le\ els of edu-
cation, often in employment and wishing to upgrade
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their education level. lp Millar's terms, these two
distinct and different levels are collapsed into one
category. which may lead to some confusion.

Secondly. what constitutes "skill- is in itself
highly problematic. Too often -skill- is taken to
refer to an accepted level of expertise and qualifica-
tion in the labour process. such as a motor mechan-
ic, or electrician etc. But what comprises "skill- is
far more complicated than that. Skill can refer to
everyday knowledge of survival tactics. Take, for
example. a woman living in a squatter camp. To
feed. shelter and clothe her children requires a
range of competencies not normally recognised
socially as constituting a skill. Skill may be defined
socially, and this may or may not be related to the
labour process. For example. a woman who cooks
one or several meals a day for her family is aot nec-
essarily defined as havinu a skill. But a person (usu-
ally a man) who cooks for a salary, is defined as
having a skill. The latter is called a chef. and the
former a housewife who works in a way that is

expected of her. What she does clearly comprises a
set of skills. hut these are not recognised as such in
society. Skni may refer to a set of competencies
which, in turn. are related to experience in the

labour market. So an apprentice bricklayer may he
in the process of acquiring a skill w hich is job
related. People with such skills often form an elite
group of the working class, and their positions may
be protected by organised labour movements. Thus
when the deskilling processes which may follow
technological innovations occurs, organised labour
may struggle to maintain the title of skilled work
for its members. even though the particular process
has been denuded of its skill components. This
point is well illustrated by the struggle of English
newspaper compositors in the early I980s against
Rupert Nlurdoch's introduction of a computerised
printing prouss in Wapping. On the other side,
organised labour may exclude from its ranks and its
union. people with skills similar to those of their
own members. This was the case for many years
among British engineering unions, which prevented
women from becoming members. I Tnder such
circumstances the union operates as a closed shop.
The White miners' trade union is another case in
point. And finally. there is skilling for work in the
informal sector of the economy. Thus that which
comprises skill is broader than the common sense
meaning of the word and CON crs a vs ide range of
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activities. Its social definition is linked not only
to roles in society, as seen in relation to work
done by men and women, but also to struggles by
organised labour.

For these reasons this study will employ a dif-
ferent form of classification to the one devised by
Millar. It is as follows:

(a) survival strategies which relate to NEE
which aids people. particularly in urban environ-
ments to survive the harsh conditions .in which
they live. Such provisions may include literacy.
primary health care and some homecraft skills
(b) skilling, for the informal sector of the
economy
(c) skilling for the formal labour market.

including training for the unemployed worker,
and reskilling people already engaged in the

labour market.
(d) political NEE which, broadly speaking. is of
a political nature in that it addresses questions.
among other things on human rights, which have
a direct bearing on people's participation in civil
society.

Each one of these categories will be examined in
relation to their provision for women. It must he
pointed out that, for the purposes of this study. NEE
provision that falls within the range of cultural
activ ities has been excluded. This is primarily
because it applies to the White middle c.ass which,
in the main, avails itself of such facilities.

SURVIVAL STRATEGIES

Literacy programmes
The importance of literacy cannot he underestimat-
ed. Apart from the social and cultund elements, such
as reading with children and helping with school

ork. it mav improve existing employment possibil-
ities, for example, domestic worken, being able to
take adequate messages. reading recipes and so
could enhance a woman's earning capacity. Literacy
is a tool for entering the labour market. Furthermore,
literacy which includes numeracy could also
enhance a woman's earning capacity particularly in
the informal sector, As D. Horner of Southern
African Labour Development Research Unit (SAL-
DRU) said in an informal interview, women who are

1 s
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involved in income generating activities or co-oper-
atives ()lien make little or no profit because they arc
unable to calculate their finances. Literacy is a cru-
cial tool for survival in an urban environment.

There is little concrete data on the overall litera-
cy provision for people. In South Africa as a whole.
only 30c( of the adult population is functionally lit-
erate. (NEP!, AE. 1992) The majority of Whites.

ho comprise approximately 16% of the total popu-
lation are literate and numerate. Illiteracy occut s
among the majority of Africans. at least 60% of
whom are thought to be illiterate.

Combating illiteracy has a long history. Most
notable early examples of efforts at running night
schools were conducted by members of the

Communist Party from the 1920s onwards (Roux.
1964). Liberals entered into this sphere of work as
well, and by the mid-1940s. as French (1992)
describ.sd, individuals struggled to teach workers in
adverse conditions during their lunch breaks.
Various literacy organisations and foundations w ere
created, each espousing a specific technique. All the
night and other schools were banned by the State in
the 1960s. only to be reinstated or allowed to oper-
ate in different forms a decade later.

In spite of the high rate of illiteracy. literacy pro-
is minimal. It is estimated that fewer than

100. 000 adults are learning to become literate and
this represents less than lq of the estimated 15 mil-
lion illiterates (NEPI. ABE. 1992). The night
school movement reaches a relatively-,mall num-
ber. COs while highly innovative, cannot be seen to
have significantly devised a mtans of overcoming
illiteracy. Rather the contrary seems to he the case.

There is a dearth of information. both historical
and contemporary, about literacy facilities for

women. It may be that men have been the main tar-
gets for some literacy classes in the past and there
are fragmentary pieces of evidence of this. For

example. Wilson's (1988) comments about the night
schools operating in the Cape suggests that the
classes were for men. She said:

Nligrants who were illiterate and confused in a
new urban worker society among speakers of
tw o foreign languages !English and Afrikaansl.
tar from wives and children. and with their few
lvisure hours spent in the direst of living

quarters, found a warm and responske and cre-
ative home in the night schools. (p.303)
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Some COs may cater particularly for women.
and indeed some (like USWE Use Spoken and
Written English) have now targeted women.

Others, outside the progressive sector, such as

Operation Upgrade. have been teaching literacy for
the past 20 years with man\ women domestic work-
ers as students, and the Rural Foundation working
on farms probably has a number of women among
its students3. It should be pointed out that unlike
other Third World countries. ;he rate of illiteracy is
not markedly different between men and women
(NEPI, ABE, 1992), and is higher o-erall in rural
areas proportioLately.

Primary Health Care
Primary health care NFE may he varied. h could
include some form of training relating to child care.
nutrition, preventative measures, and so on. It can
be seen as a significant part of survival strategies.
particularly for women whose "traditional knowl-
edge- and way of life may he altered significantly
by moving to utban areas. Such NEE provision may
fall under the aegis and control of various medically
oriented COs. The nature of their provision is likely
to reinforce women's ideological traditional familial
mles.

Life Skills
Life skills training can be interpreted differently by
different people. It may refer to "managing inter-
personal human relations- and keeping a balance
between "personal. small group. institutional, and
broader socio-economic framev. orks-. It may he
seen as relating especially to the community in
which people live. Or it may be seen as confidence-
building of individuals within a community. It is a
vague and ill-defined set of provisions, which can
he linked closely to politically oriented NEE.

SKILLING FOR THE INFORMAL SECTOR
The informal economy "is a critically important
source of economic growth and employment for
burgeoning Third World populations" (NEPL FIRD.
1992. p.591. a phenomenon recognised by such bod-
ies as the International Labour Organisation (11.0)
and the World Bank. In South Africa, where an esti-
mated one-in-four economically active person is

thought to he working in the informal sector.
African women's engagement in this sector has a
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long history, as Berger (1992) points out. and
includes beer-making. hawking fresh and prepared

foods, and the sex industry. Friedman and

Hadoridge (1991) suggest that it may be seen as

preferable to :he low wages they would earn
elsewhere, although Masdell (1991) says, in his
study in Pietermaritzburg. that women are mainly
hawkers and "hawking is survival struggle. rather

than capitalist enterprise-, suggesting that they

have no alternative. The informal sector tends to
involve individual acts, although several members

of individual families may be invok'ed in the

activity of one member of the .family. Where
women are given training for the infbrmal sector4
it tends to be in the sphere of their traditional activi-

ties such as sewing. knitting and crocheting classes

and it is here that COs have provided such training

and education.
Sewing classes which feature particularly highly

in NH provision in South Africa, can serve a dual

function one purely instrumental in helping clothe

the family, and the second related to income-gener-
ating work. This can he done in the confines of the
home and without recourse to electricity, thus

enabling the woman to be able to maintain child
care at the same time. According to Bud lender,

who is currently analysing data from SACHED. the
demand for sewing classes is extremely high among

women. It is one activity, she says, which would

meet their practical interests relating to some

income-generating work.
Finally, given the nature of the informal econo-

my. training provision for women can only he bene-
ficial for them. particularly if the income-generat-
ing work is successful. Through such means,
women would be better able to support their fami-
lies and. at the same time. derive some measure of

independence.

SKILLING FOR THE
FORMAL LABOUR MARKET
There is, of course, currently in South Africa, an
emphasis on skilling and reskilling for the existing
labour marl:et. Skil ling of people for the labour
market takes many forms, ranging from some basic

skills such as brick making. laying drains, to skilled
technical work involving complex technological
machines and instruments. Ski !ling may be directed

towards people who have never W orked in ,he

labour market and have limited if any education.
It may involve upgrading an existing labour force
and/or skilling the unemployed labour force either
to enter the existing labour market, or to work more

effectively in the informal sector.

Skilling the Unemployed Worker
Skilling includes the unemployed worker. The
Departnint of "Manpower- spent R93-million in
1991, 'mainly on unemployed work seekers-.

(NEPI. HRD, 1993) The development of these and
other State initiatives, as Millar (1991) pointa out
in reference to the formal economy, was the concern

of' the State in beginning to "correct- the deficien-
cies of Cie system and to forge a link between for-
mal and non-formal facilities. This latter initiative,
he said, arose from a shift in official thinking and
the "active partnership between the State and private

sector- following the disruption caused by students'
and workers' resistance to the apartheid regime.

The Department of "Manpower- has and will
commission training, and may work together with
organisations (such as the Western Cape Training
Centre which was established in 1986 in terms of
the Manpower Training Act No. 56 of 1981).
Together they may set out to prok ide training for
workers in such areas as driving, building related
courses, mechanical courses, food and allied indus-

tries (WCTC. 1993). The training is likely to focus
on labour-intensive schemes for men which will
not only provide temporary employment, particular-
ly in African urban areas. but will also train them
while on the job. This is a clear example of the con-
tinuum of what comprises skill. Training a man how

to dig a ditch without the sides collapsing is a skill,
but differs from that of. say, an electrician whose
training covers a number of years of studs' and
apprenticeship.

WheN training is made available to women it is
likely to he in traditional areas which will not
threaten male preserves, such as sewing classes,

except in rural areas.6

Upgrading of Skills
The upgrading of skills, or reskilling, IAas only been

peripherally provided by COs, busine!;s, and corn-

melee. The State, through the Department of
"Manpower- and other sectors, is currently address-

ing the problem and provides Narious ty pes of train-

ing. The extent to which these are specifically
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directed towards women is unknown. The likeli-
hood is that men are the main objects of the train-
ing, although this is not the case in night schools.

This distinction between the formal and the
informal markets. and the different levels of
"skilling- is important. There is no reason to

believe that people move in and out of these differ-
ent areas and different levels of work. Someone
working in thc. friforn-al sector is likely to remain
there and not gain access to the skilled labour mar-
ket. An examination of the proceedings of a
Workshop on National Training Policy (1993) by
the ANC' and COSATU demonstrates this point
well. This document envisages the development of
a career structure, providing the workforce with a
degree of mobility through the existing engineering
structures, via a system of training using different
modules. Such training is likely to apply only to
people already employed in the engineering indus-
try and would not he available to the unemployed
worker in the informal sector. This notion of flexi-
ble training fits in with the fundamental reorganisa-
tion that is characterisk.c of contemporary industry.
Unfortunately it does not confront the problems of
structured unemployment.

Night schools, reinstated by the State, while
sometimes catering for the illiterates, predominant-
ly target teachers and aim to upgrade teachers'
qualifications. Such night schools, which are either

State run or supported by State funds. follow the
curriculum of lOrmal schools teaching the equiva-
lent of the last two years of formal schooling. up to

matriculation exemption. There is no available data
on how these schools cater for w omen. but several

people engaged in this work have said that more
women than men attend these classes, and this
applies equally to African and Coloured women. In
the course of collecting data for the study which
follows, Ms van Zvi. the researcher, was told by
one respondent that the drop-out rate was high
among women. Contrary to expectations that this is
caused by the innumerable difficulties women face
in combining study with familial responsibilities.
the reason gi% en by the respondent relates to the
question of dress. Some women, the respondent
said, felt their wardrobes were inadequate. This
niay he indicative of poverty, and shame at being
inadequately dressed in such a public setting:
it may be indicative of the class membership of
the women who attempt to make use of these
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upgrading opportunities. Whatever the cause. it is

an interesting reason and one that could be investi-
gated further.

The question that needs to be posed is whether
such measures are likely to benefit women. The
answer is not straightforward.

There is consensus that the revitalisation of the
economy. needed to transport South Africa compet-
itively into world market, is essential. The emphasis
is currently on skilling.-The gender of the skilled
workers is rarely discussed. It is apparent that the
skilled population is assumed to be male. This is so
for man:: reasons but not least because, in terms of
ideologies surrounding male and female roles, men
are seen as the family providers and women as the
family caretakers. not engaged permanently in the
labour market.

The Congress of South African Trade Unions
(COSATU) is an exception. It has played a promi-
nent role in delineating this tick!. and emphasises
the need to address the inequalities that operate in
the labour market for women. Berger (1992) refers
to the organisation's Third Congress held in July
1989. when the principle of the development of
women's leadership within the trade-union move-
ment was accepted. Their policy now goes beyond
that. According to the NEPI HRD document (1992).
COSATU has plans to upgrade the qualifications of
its existing members through provision of basic
education, and within this women w orkers are
specifically targeted. According to the report
( NEPI. HRD, 1992). COSATU wants:

N omen's skills to he recognised and paid for

'equal wages for skills of equal value':
women trained for skilled jobs normally per-

formed by men:

career paths for areas of traditional women's
work:

to make it easier for women to receive training

through provision of child-care facilities for all
trainees, equal facilities for men and women.
and non-sexist documentation. (p.38)

All these goals are commendable and would require

not only extenske adult education programmes,
but also the remmal of a number of obstacles.
Furthermore, it is necessary to recognise the contra-
dictions which operate. COSAIU. while wanting
to upgrade and impro\ e the conditions for its
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members, is guided by protecting its members'
rights. It cannot act on behalf of people who are not
members of the organisation, however well inten-
tioned it may be.

It is necessary, at this point, to note African
women's overall position in the formal economy
predominantly in domestic work, with smaller

numbers in production and the service industry.
generally earning far less than men. Where they are

employed they occupy the lowest paid. lowest

skilled, and lowest status jobs in industry. In indus-
try. for example. many women work as cleaners.
and. as Bud lender (1992) pointed out. even if they
become functionally literate through a skilling pro-
gramme at work in the industrial or commercial
spheres. there ctm he no career path in such work.
To progress. such women would have to find new
employment, and that is no easy task. Furthermore.
a significant number of women are employed in the
informal sector.

It also cannot be assumed that women would
take advantage of available training. There are fac-
tors which mitigate against this. primarily because
of their domestic responsibilities. Women's work in
the labour market .cannot he divorced from their
broader familial responsibilities and. with the

increasing number of households headed by women.

this becomes even more important. The range of
women's responsibilities go way beyond pre-school

child care. They care for dependents, supervise older

chiklren and have household labour to perform.
Because of their responsibilities at home the amount

of time they can devote to continuing education is
limited and their motivation is likely to he low.

Then there is another dimension. Breaking the
monopoly that men have had over the job market
has made little progress in Western European coun-
tries over the past 20 years. in spite of equal oppor-
tunity programmes. Here there is likely to be a
struggle by men to safeguard their skilled work
once they gain access to it. With the collapse of
apartheid. African men. in particular. are striving to
acquire skilled training for the formal labour market.
in order to join the ranks of the higher paid artisan.
Having campaigned for so long to get access to
skilled work. is it likely they will allow women into
their ranks'? This puts into question one of the
COSAT1.1 goals, vi/. for "women ltol train for
skilled jobs normally performed by men-. Men mav
legitimate their exclusion of women on the grounds
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of the age-old argument that they should earn a
"family wage- (Land. 1980; Beechey. 1986).

Further the author. has. in the course of teaching
mature students at all levels graduate, post-

graduate and trade unionists come across reactions

by both Coloured and African men who legitimate
the position of women as dependents in the family
by invoking ideological arguments about "tradition-
al- family values and/or religious beliefs which
prescribe women's activities.

This somewhat schematic presentation suggests

that, on the basis of the past history of NFE provi-
sion, the bulk of training for the labour market is.
likely to he carried out by state or private enterprise
initiatives. Skilling for the formal labour market is
not the major concern of COs. Where training for
working class women is provided by COs it is like-
ly to be at the lowest level of skill. The study which
is described in Chapters 3. 4 and 5 will provide
some evidence for this.

POLITICAL NFE
Political NFE appears to have dominated COs' pro-
vision over the past 10 years or more and is varied.

Case studies (Walters. 1989) have pointed to the
contradictions among these organisations. and lack
of consensus about basic principles, although the
may all claim to be informed by theoretical discus-
sions. The following reveals the wide range of what
can constitute political education. Matiwana ci al,
(1989) surveyed organisations which "have histori-
cally been viewed as training grounds for the devel-
opment of leadership skills-. (p.14) To qualify lot
inclusion in the study, none of the organisations
could have received a state subsidy or been con-
cerned solely with leisure or recreational pursuits:
they had to provide informal or non-formal educa-
tion. Education was conceptualised in its broadest
sense and concentrated on training for democratic
leadership and participation. Hence a workshop of a
few hours. learning how to run a committee, coun-
selling, legal support for detainees, discussion

groups. and so on, all constituted "education-.
An\ thing that related to the very broad goals of
merthrowing apartheid and setting up an alternate
society was defined as educational. It was thought
that the people w ho worked within the framework ol

these organisations were being groomed for taking
mer power in the communities: they were learning
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how to organise. run committees. engage with
bureaucracy on behalf of the community, and so on.

Once again, the question may be posed as to
how political NFE relates to women. Issues relating
to fighting rent increases, absence of community
services, absence of transport. and so on. were high

on the agenda of community organisations. While
these obviously impinged on the lives of women as

the household managers. the problems were

subsumed and appropriated under the heading of
"community-. Indeed, what comprises the "commu-
nity- is taken for granted. and it appears as a homo-
geneous group of people with a common identity
and shared goals. Communities are much more
heterogeneous than this.

Thus. the political sector of AE provision is

problematic when it comes to considering how
women's specific needs and interests, relating to
their gendered position, are being addressed. Under

the guiding principle of AE as a social movement
concerned with redressing the wrongs of the under-
privileged people. a number of initiatives have been
taken to "empower- the people. But the actual con-
tent of the provisions is unclear and it has yet to be
established to what extent the recipients, both men
and women, have benefited. As for women. neither
their practical nor strategic interests determine the
agenda. although they are likely to benefit from any
improvements achieved for the "community-.

Although many of the problems dealt with under

the heading of the needs of the comMunity have
direct relevance to survival strategies for women.
the discourse on community problems ignores the
direct link with women's lives. This in itself is not
surprising. particularly as issues relating to gender
differences have been scorned in the political con-
text as discussed in Chapter I. There is little doubt
that at the height of the struggle against the State.
and even up to the present, women participated
fully in community organisations. Certainly many
women gained in self confidence and de eloped
their organising abilities in the process.

It is only since the late 1970s that there has been

a marked development of women's organisations
w hose agenda can be said to focus on feminist
issues.- These organisations include Rape Crisis
centres throughout the country. which have been
both educative and practical in that they train coun-
sellors and pros ide support for victims of violence.

and organisations concerned with development
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issues. But such organisations cannot be neatly
classified under the rubric of AE as a social

movement in its broadest sense. Rar e Crisis is

concerned with a specific sector of the community
and for highly specific purposes. Its work does not
fall within the broad category of AE as a social
movement concerned with broad social issues.

CONCLUSIONS
While the focus of NEE in South Africa may have
been on contributing to the overthrow of the
apartheid regime. particularly through conscientiza-
tion programmes among local community groups.
this does not comprise the sum total of their activi-
ties. The classification demarcates the differences
between the arious levels of NFE provision.
Beginning with the strategies for survival, this

category obviously covers a disparate range of
activities, none of which is directly related to the
labour market. As such, these activities are more
directly related to quality of life and pointially
play an extremely important role in people's lives.
men and women alike. The provisions relating to
the potential relationship between NEE and the for-
mal and informal aspects of the economy are of a
different order. NEE is concerned with people who
are underprivileged and live in poverty. One of the
major means of escaping the poverty trap is through

paid employment. At the present time, South Africa
is in the throes of a depression. to which political
unrest contributes significantly. Yet there are plans

to develop the economic potential of the country
through. among other things. training a future

labour population. upgrading 01 reskilling the exist-
ing labour force. and engaging in a massive educa-

tional programme which may address the inequities
generated by apartheid'and affect all but the White
population. What part NFE can play in such a
recovery remains to be seen.

The link between NEE and the labour market is

important for other reamms. One is the future

emphasis that is likely to be placed by funders on
training which pros ides some skill for the lab ur
market. The second reason is that given the %er
high rate of unemploy ment. particulark among

Africans, people who pursue some form or AI:,
express an interest in training w hich can assist them

in finding a joh. How ever, this does not mean that
those activities geared towards survi \ al strategics
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which have particular relevance for women, or
training which is appropriate for individuals to
work within the community. are being judged irrele-
Van( or unimportant. It is rather recognising the
potential of NFE in helping people emer the labour
market where possible. This is of particular impor-
tance to women on whom increasingly the burden
of supporting a family falls.

The significant changes in South Africa and the
move towards a democracy in which issues of
underemployment. unemployment and dire living
conditions will be addressed, generate new agendas

particularly for those agencies concerned with NFE.
NFE differs markedly from formal education provi-

NOTES

sion in many ways and these differences constitute

the strength and the weakness of NFE.
It has been suggested. and it will be explored in

the study which is discussed next, that NFE provi-
sions for women are limited in assisting them to
enter the labour market. although upgrading may
help those already employed in the labour market.
and those with some recognisable skills. There are,
of course, a variety of provisions which cater for
women, but the extent to which they help them
escape the poverty trap and the oppressive

conditions characteristic of women's lives needs to
be established. The study which follows aims to
cxamine this.
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CHAPTER

3

INTROPUCTION TO THE STUDY OF SOME

NON FORMAL EDUCATIONAL PROVISION BY COMMUNITY

ORGANISATIONS IN THE WESTERN CAPE

It is taken as gis en that women have specific needs,

derived from their particular roles in society. the
main one being related to home and child care. At
the risk of repeating the obvious, women shoulder
additional burdens in that they maintain their house-
holds. and very often are the sole supporters of them.

The burden of home care is women's responsibility.
and as pointed out in a previous chapter. their work-

ing hours are considerably longer than men's. Yet
women's specific needs are not necessarily under-
stood or taken into account by various organisations.

eA en at the most obvious levels of providing some
form of child care if they arc to participate in NEE.
or providing transport to and from meeting points
given the dangers of physical sexual attacks. It is this

recognition of the specificity of women's needs that
determined the focus of this particular study which
has concentrated on Black women. It should he
pointed out that provision for White women has
been excluded as the majority tend to cluster in die
lower, middle and upper middle classes. To a certain
extent their practical needs have been catered for
largely through religious-based organisations, an

existing set of social services, and a state-supported

system as referred to in Chapter I.

AIM OF THE STUDY
'Fhe study set out to map the provision by a sample

of community organisations in the Western Cape of
education/training, including that for young people.
and particularly for w omen. in order to provide a

neral iew of these proisions and how they meet
the needs and interests of women. In particular the
ahns of the research proposal were:

to establish the structure and organisational frame

work of the organisations in order to trN and es alu-

ute their provisions. through:
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identifying the WtTerent forms of NEE availahle.
and how these cater for women.

establish the nature of the .xlucational/training
facilities provided and the profile of the trainers.

Oveal it was hoped that the study would:
provide data which could prove of value to adult

educators and practitioners.

establish a set of priorities in regard to adult
education for women.

contribute to the formulation of a future adult
education policy with direct reference to women in
regard to overall aims. organisational structure and
content of courses.

THE WESTERN CAPE
The study, has concentrated on NEE provision not
only in Cape Town hut also in the Western Cape.
According to The Association for the Promotion of
the Western Cape's Economic Growth (WESGRO):

The Western Cape has an area slightly larger
than Switierland and occu es 4 of South
Africa. It contains about un of the country's
surface water resources. I0(.;( of arable soils, out-

standing scenery and amenity. aad a pleasant

climate. ... the region accommodates 9(4 of the
country's population and produces I 2rif of the
gross geographic product (WESGRO p.2).

The rural areas of the Western Cape are
different to those in the rest of South Africa.
The land is occupied largely hy white farmers

ho at(' engaged in intelisk e agriculture requir-
ing comparatively high inputs of labour.

Agriculture in the region has generally been prof-
itable, bringing economic growth to the areas.
The region also has an unusualk large number of

small to medium si/ed to\ ns. well distributed.
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bringing a comparatively close contact between
towns and rural areas (WESGRO p.13)

There is a significant difference between urban/
rural areas. The small towns in the plaueland are
isolated: the youth v..!ry often alienated and

involved in gam! warfare. Alcoholism is rife and
constitutes a major problem, althou2h. as will be
seen. this particular problem is not addre.ssed by the

COs in this sample. The Western Cape has its own
specific history and background. and the ethnic
composition differs from that of other regions in the
country. Because of this, a brief discussion will be
given of two of the main ethnic groups with which
this study is concerned. viz. Coloured and African.
As pointed out earlier AE provision for Whites
has been predominantly of a cultural/recreational
nature, and has been part of state provision through

the Department of Cultural Affairs. It is only in
recent years that a section of the White working
class has been affected by the increasing rate of
unemployment. and facilities for people thus

affected might well have to be provided by existing
COs. At the moment. however, their needs are
numerically far less than that of the Coloured or
African sections of the community, and it is for this
reason that this study has concentrated on provision

for them.

ETHNIC COMPOSITION OF THE
POPULATION IN THE WESTERN CAPE
For the purposes of this study the term ethnic/
ethnicity, rather than the word "race-. will be used
to denote differences between various sectors of
the population. The word "race- is taken as refer-
ring to a biologically-determined set of people who
may be demarcated from other groups by dktinet
biological characteristics: ethnicity is taken to refer
to cultural, linguistic. and historical differences
which demarcate one section from the other. In

South Africa. the four main ethnic groups the

Africans, Coloureds. Whiles and Asians them-

selves are far from homogeneous, ith most sec-
tions exhibiting discrete differences between them-
sek es, not onl \ in terms of class. hut also in terms

of cultural differences.
However, institutionalised racism of the apart-

heid system has discriminated against all but the
White population of South Africa. Although the

Black people may, in political terms. present a uni-
fied face of opposition to apartheid. there are signif-
icant differences between them which need to be
drawn out. What follows is a thumb sketch of these
differences, with particular reference to the African
and Coloured women of the Western Cape.

Although accurate figures about the different
ethnic groups are not available in the Western Cape,

it is estimated that there are 1 767 470 women of
whom 14% are African, 60% Coloured. I% Indian,
and 25% White. In relation to the total of each
group in the country, they represent 22 of all
African women. 637c of all Coloured women, 3(7
of all Indian women, and 17% of all White women
in the country (Budlender et al. 1993). It is common
knowledge that White women enjoy the highest
standard of living, and that of Black women,
African women have to endure the harshest social
conditions, both in rural and urban areas.

Because of tl,e very small number of Indian
women in this region. the study has excluded them
from the analysis and will focus on provisions for
African and Coloured Women. What follows is
a brief discussion on the background of thew
two groups.

African Women
Historically, from the 19th century, succeeding gov-
ernments souuht. through various legislative means.

to control and restrict Africans' entry and perma-
nent residence in the Cape. It was The Native
(Urban Areas) Consolidation Act of 1925 w hich
attempted to exclude Africans front entering urban
areas and here the women were particularly vic-
timised. Only women with guaranteed accommoda-
tion and who were married were allowed into city
areas, effectively excluding young unmarried

w omen and children between certain ages. Even if
resident in an urban area for a considerable period,
widows could be forced to leave Ihe area after their

htNhand's death. In spite of these restrictions.

segregated townships with permanent residents

grew. 1.anga being the longest established area in
Cape Town.

The advent of the Nationalist (os ernment in
1948 resulted in more stringent measures to control

the influx of African male workers and their wives
from rural areas. There was consistent and continu-

ous protest against these restrictions. From the
1970s onwards, women in general were defiant and
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resisted the concerted attempts by the forces of the
State to destroy their homes and remove them from
the urban squatter camps they occupied. The
struggles in squatter camps like Crossroads

received world-wide attention. Notwithstanding
harsh and repressive measures, economic forces
resulted in the increase in all urban areas of African
working class men and their wives. In Cape Town.
by 1983. a crisis had emerged in regard to the need
for urban housing fm Africans. An area 20

kilometres from Cape Town, known as Khayelitsha,
was allocated as a dormitory town. It now houses
an estimated 400 000 people (Conradie. 1992,

p.57). the majority of whom live under harsh
conditions, with few amenities. Recent studies

(Cooper et al, 1992) have confirmed that, as with
the African population in general. the youth and
young adults are in the majority: 38% under 15. and
77% under 35.

The same study highlighted the status of women
in the area:

Of the 659 female respondents, 7% had received
no formal education. 39% had primary school
education 54% had secondary school education.
Unemployment amongst women was 45%.
Domestic service accounted for 66.2% of formal
employment. 86% of all women were unskilled.
71.94 of women were born in a 'homeland' and
69.7% had migrated to an urban area prior. to
1985. Ties to the rural areas were strong. partic-
ularly in the shack areas. "New arrivals- to an
urban areas were young, mostly unemployed and
lived in the worst environmental conditions. In
the unserviced shack areas, 47.5% of women
had migrated to an urban area in tho last five
years. (Cooper et al. 1992, p.1

Khayelitsha has a constant flow of people in and
out of it, and it is difficult to gauge the exact num-
bers at any one point in time. Whatever the situa-
tion there, it would seem that the inl lux of Africans
into the Cape Town region is set to increase.

Conradie (19921 says that:

Whatever the exact nature of the future demo-
graphic pattern, the African population group, so
long a discounted minority in the Western Cape,
is certain to be the largest population group by
the turn of the century. (p. 1 7 6
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In conclusion, there is a group of Africans who
have lived in the Western Cape for a considerable
time, notwit1.standing all the measures designed to

exclude them. But there is an ever-increasing num-
ber of recent arrivals from rural areas who occupy
squatter camps and whose lk ing conditions are
dire. Apart from urgent needs for all social ameni-
ties. all sociil problems associated with extreme
poverty and high rates of unemployment are present.

Coloured Women
The secork; ethnic group with which this report
deals is the so-called Coloured people. After coloni-
sation. South Africa was composed of Africans,
descendants of Indonesian Muslims. slaves brought
from Indonesia, the Khosian people. people of
"mixed- marriages, and European colonists. By the
mid I 9th century a complex ethnic hierarchy had
been established distinguishing people of European

descent from all others. Irrespective of their origin,
the remaining population was referred to as

Coloured. By 1904, the term "Coloured- differenti-
ated between Africans and "all intermediate shades
between Whites and Africans- (Goldin, 1987,

p. 158), establishing what Goklin claims was an
identity for Coloured people. submerging their differ-

ent origins, and creating a divide between this group

of people and Africans. The question of a Coloured
klentity is questionable. given that as a group they
practice different religions, and have different cultur-
al practices, mostly related to their religious differ-
ences. But it was the early distinction that became
entrenched through legislation with Coloured people
being given preferential employment opportunities in

comparison with Africans, although discrimination
aoainst them continued. Coloureds were never sub-t-

jected to influx control. but were disenfranchised
and. like the Africans, forcibly removed from homes
they had occupied historically.

Coloured labour preference policy, which had
been in existence since the early part of the 20th cen-

tury, was reinforced and legislatively confirmed by
the Nationalist government. This labour preference
policy, which was finally discarded in 1984, has been

seen, according to Goldin (1987). as a means of' rein-

ftweing an identity among this group of people.

Increasingly. access to jobs, residenct and hous-
ing in the Western Cape became predicated on
the assertion of Coloured identity. By restructur-
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ing the world that the working class and petty
bourgeoisie 1Colouredl inhabit, the regime laid
the material base for the continued ethnic frag-
mentation of opposition to the ruling class.

(Goldin 191;7, p.175

On the basis of this obviously highly simplified out-
line, some of the issues whereby a Coloured popu-
lation may he identified and distinguished from
both African and White people have been

described. lt is not surprising that historically, cul-
turally. politically, linguistically and religiously
there are vast differences between African and
Coloured women. These differences are apparent in

their work and education profiles which will be
briefly discussed below.

However, for political reasons associated with
the struggle against apartheid, to break down the
effect of apartheid and the need to build solidarity,
such differences are largely ignored by people in
the progressive movement at present. Under-

standably there is a strong tendency to refer to both
Coloured and African people as Black, irrespective
of these differences, the great divide being between

Black and White people. Nor are the differences
between African and Coloured people referred to in
the world of AL although they must affect the way
in which each group's needs would he articulated
and provisions made to meet these needs.

Work Profiles of
African and Coloured Women
The work profiles of African and Coloured women
are markedly different. Although African women
entered the labour market as far hack as 1877. in
Kimberley. for example, with the opening of
the diamond mines, they found employment in
the informal sector, selling beer or as prostitutes
(Walker. 1990) and subsequently in domestic

service. Coloured women have worked on White-
owned farms, have been employed in domestic
service in the Western Cape. hut have also entered

(in significant numbers) the labour force in indus-
try. particularly in the garment industry, thus demar-
cating a marked difference between the two groups.
Furthermore, there is a difference in terms of domi-
cile with more ('oloured women proportionatel in
urban areas than African women in the past.

The period of thirty years, between 1940 and
1970. \vitnessed a massive increase in the overall

productivity of South Africa. but here the major
source of cheap, unskilled or semi-skilled labour
va African men. Changes took place among work-
ing class women as well. White women who were
initially employed in factories moved into skilled
jobs and Coloured women "have moved into cleri-
cal. administrative and sales related work albeit
at lower levels of skills to most white women-.
(SALDRU, p.13) African women mox ed into the
jobs vacated by Coloured women. a phenomenon
commented upon by Berger (1992).

The result of the control over African women's
entry into the urban areas in the past. and the
preferential labour policy directed towards

Coloured people has ensured that African women
by far constitute the greatest number and spread
across sectors of unskilled workers. As noted
from the data on Khayelitsha, the majority of
African women are employed as domestic workers.
Thus the hieraFchy of the labour force is based on
ethnic identity.

... African women ... the most significant
and growing proportion of the female labour
force. have moved into the least skilled, labour
intensive and lowest paying jobs, vulnerable
to changes in the economy and more often
than not placed into competitive positions

vis-a-vis other Black women and Black men.
(SALDRU. 1).24

This data refers, of course, to the formal labour
market. African women have also. since their illegal
entry into urban areas, worked in the informal sec-
tor. Since deregulation of the informal economy
t Rogerson and Preston-Whyte. 1991) there has been

a massive increase in this sector. and it is now esti-

mated that one in four people is engaged in this
type of work. (NEPI. HRD. 19921

Currently. the level of unemployment in South
Africa is known to he very high, although there are
no accurate figures. The Race Relations Surve of
1992/3 stated that the population census:

said that in March 1991 one out of every five
people ... in South Africa ... considered them-

selves unemployed. The census indicated that
African unemployment was the highest at 25'4
.... while the Coloured unemployment rate ...

was 17'4 .., and the white rate 4(4 . (1993. p.179)
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Unemployment data in the Western Cape, as else-
where, is "most unreliable- (WESGRO. 1991. p.26).
This report estimates that between 457 and 53,5%
of the African labour force in metropolitan Cape
Town in 1990, is unemployed or engaged in the
informal sector, as contrasted with between 11.4%

and 22,54 of the Coloured labour force. Figures
on women's unemployment, in general, are not
available. It is known though that among Coloured
women there is a job loss in the garment industry
estimated at 5 000 per annum (Wentzel, 1993)

and this is likely to have a marked effect on the
community.

Educational Profiles
of African and Coloured Women
Overall, the low level of educational attainment
is reflected in an estimate by the National

Manpower Commission which said that "51% of
South Africa's economically active population had
a level of education below Standard 7. The propor-
tion of Africans in this category was 697 (SAIRR.
1993, p.582). There has been, nevertheless, a

continuous increase in the number of Africans
ooinot to school, with an increase of 21% between
1987 and 1991.

Levels of attainment between the two groups
differs considerably and can be seen from the
results obtained at the matriculation level (that is,
the school leaving certifkate which controh

entrance to tertiary education). Of those who wrote
the examination. 41% of Africans passed as com-
pared with 83% of Coloured pupils, and the level
of passing among the Africans is far lower, with
87% passing with an aggregate between 33,5(/
and 49% (SAIRR. 1993). The level of qualifica-
tion betwen African and Coloured teachers also
differs significantly. with 21% of all African
professionally qualified teachers with Standard 9
or less (Standard 10 is thern school leaving level).
as compared with 1.8(? Coloured teachers in the
same category.

In spite of overall educational expansion the
number of illiterates is high. There are no accurate
figures. and estimates vary considerably. Based
on 1985 figures. the difference between Afrian
and Coloured rates of illiteracy are startling. An
estimated 67.3% of African women as contrast,u
with 11,6% of ('oloured women are illiterate
(Unterhalter, 1991, p. 80).
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Although the number of girls completing school
is higher than that of boys, all the known aspects of
gender differentiation which exist in Hrst World
countries appear to operate in South African

schools, with girls clustered in particular subject
areas and pursuing specific disciplines in higher and

further education. But these differences have not
been considered important. either by the progres-
sive movement as a whole, or the State up to the
present. (Unterhalter. 1991) The struggle by the
progressive movement has been directed towards
equity in facilities and provision, with thai of the
Whites taken as the yardstick. Overall, however, it
is evident that African women are less educated
than Coloured women.

Suffice to say that in general the majority of
African women are likely to be illiterate. Coloured
women in urban areas. on the other hand, experience

a higher level of education than African women.

To work towards a non-racist system is com-
plicated by the different conditions of African and
Coloured women in terms of their educational
levels, their occupational chances. and their overall
living conditions, although both have been subjected

to institutionalised racism. These differences will
have to be taken into account by NIT and. probably
already are. in regard to the nature of their provi-
sions. As an example. one organisation which trains
women in needlework and making of leather goods
etc.. has said that their Coloured women members
have asked for training in the making of soft toys.
while the African women have requested sewing
classes for making clothes. Each group has a differ-
ent agenda. Flow can NI:1i contribute to ameliorating

conditions and reducing both racist and sexist

practices in the course of its activities?

SAMPLE OF
COMMUNITY ORGANISATIONS
Organisations to be selected for study came from
the metropolitan areas of Cape Tow a and the rural
areas in the Western Cape. The names of organisa-

tions were derived mainly from those listed in The
Struggle for Democracy (Matiwana, 1989) on the
bask that they comprised "non-formal educational
organifations within the democratic nlovement-.
This publication listed 426 organisations, operating
since 1960 (some now (lefunct). all of which fell
within the definition of community organisations
and meeting the following criteria:
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non-governmental
oroanisations concerned with social andt-

political issues. rather than exclusively with
recreation or leisure:
organisations concerned with informal or non-
formal education within their fields of interest.
Matiwana, 1989. p. 10)

Education. according to The Struggle for Dem-
ocracy. was conceptualised broadly and included the
following activities: training for democratic leader-
ship: participation in workshops irrespective of the
number attended: learning how to run a committee:
counselling: ,legal support for detainees: discussion
groups: and organising for improved social condi-
tions. For the purposes of this study. however, what
constitutes education and/or training was defined
more narrowly. It .qts taken :is transmitting skills
which would meet, to a certain extent. women's
interests, whether of a practical or strategic nature
(as discussed in Chapter I ), and would also include
training in relation to human rights. Consequently. in
selecting a sample. the goals of the organisations
were scrutinised as well as the training provided.
This section of the pmject and the conduct of inter-
views was undertaken by Ms van Zyl. Sonic organi-
sations which were known to the researcher but had
been t)mitted in the publication were also included.

A total of 90 organisations were initially select-
ed on the basis that it appeared that they provided
some form of training which conformed to the crite-
ria. Letters were sent to these organisations setting
out the aims, methods: and possible benefits of the
study. The same letter advised that a follow-up tele-
phone call would he made which would give the
organisation ample chance of raising ::ny objections
and refusing to participate in the study. The letters
were followed with up to thrc telephone calls to
establish contact. to determine whether the CO
provided training. seek permiss: in for an interview
and make necessary arranrments. Within reason
attempts were also made to establish contact

ith organisations without telephone numbers.
It was found that several organisations no longer
operated although they had been listed. Eurthei. the
researcher discovered that some had moved to
addresses unknown, reflecting the somewhat imper-
manent nature of many COs. Some organisations
responded by saying that their activities did not
warrant an interview.
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Subsequent to this. the training co-ordinators of
60 organisations were contacted directly. If they
had conducted any training since the beginning
of 1991 they were to be included. Only those
COs which ran a minimum of three workshops,
totalling approximately nine hours, were to be
included for final selection. The decision for a min-
imum of three workshops was an arbitrary one.
established on the basis that anything less than
that would not constitute training which could be
evaluated, nor could it minimally skill a person.
Organisations which provided one-off lecture pro-
grammes were excluded.

Of a final list of 40 possible organisations. the
training co-ordinators of 27 organisations (see
Appendix A) were interviewed, but represented all
the different types of training provided as discussed
above. The rural areas were represented by six
organisations. A year later, the director of the Triple
Trust, an organisation which now employs 60 peo-
ple (having grown from four in 1988) was inter-
viewed. This was done because the organisation has
16 training centres in the Western Cape, with a total
number of 3 510 people having been trained since
1988. On the basis of the size of the organisation,
the apparent success of its training schemes, and the
numbers of women invohed, it w as decided to
include details on Triple Trust in this study, even
though the interview was conducted one Year later
than the others.

INTERVIEWS WITH
TRAINING CO-ORDINATORS
No research was conducted without prior consent of
the informants. Further. the identity of all infor-

mants has been protected and verbatim comments,
where gh en. are anonymous.

It should be pointed out that the inter% iews

were conducted often with people already known
to the interviewer, or familiar with tl..te work of the
interviewer, or vice versa. The CO world is

relatively small in the Western Cape. As pointed out
elsewhere. there is no consensus among adult
educationists. and this could have constituted a
problem in terms of objectivity as the view s of
interviewer and interviewee may have been known.
However, the researcher is of the opinion that this
situation proved beneficial in the end, particularly
in regard to sensitive comments which otherwise
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might not have been made. She feels that a great

deal of information may otherwise not have

been forthcoming.
Interviews were conducted in either Afrikaans or

English according to the language of the training
co-ordinator arid were taped. (See Appendix B for a

copy of the English questionnaire an Afrikaans
version is also available). The researcher gave the
interviewee, a chance to raise any queries prior to
the interview and also gave a summary of what the
interview schedule hoped to achieve.

At the end of the interview. informants were told
they would be proviied with a copy of the final
report. Many of the organisations requested follow-
up workshops: some suggested the establishment of
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a communications and network system to exchange,

among other things, information on training and
problems related to funding. One organisation
requested an evaluation process of their training
with their clients.

INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
The schedule included open-ended and structured
questions, and was designed to elicit details on the

structure of organisations, the training aley provid-

ed and the problems and future recommendations
they would like to make.

The interviews took place betv, een April and
August 1992.
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CHAPTER

DESCRIPTION OF THE STRUCTURES

OF THE ORGANISATIONS

All facets of the structures of the organisations
were examined, through interviews with the

trainers, and these details are presented below.
Through a wide range of questions it was hoped to
establish how the organisations address the ques-
tions relating to the specificity of women's needs
and what evidence there is that they do so. Not sur-

prisingly. very few of the organisations goals

identify these. What is immediately obvious, how-
ever, is how extensive the goals of these organisa-
tions are, and these are neither correlated with size
nor their economic viability. Indeed some organisa-
tions are clearly very fragile and their existence lies
in the balance. Many organisations expressed con-
cern for the future and a need to respond to the
changing social conditions. Given the clear need for
a development of adult educational facilities in the
coming years to achieve equity/development, the
following data reveals the urgent need for rationali-
sation of resources and a more coherent adult
education policy.

LOCATION OF ORGANISATIONS
Most of the interviews took place at the offices of
the COs. and these are scattered throughout greater

Cape 'limn. Typically, ten occupy converted resi-
dential premises: the same number are situated in
low-rise small-scale business centres: two are

located on university campuses: one had no fixed
premises at the time and had to make use of other
venues: one is situated in a Cape Town city
centre high-rise building: and one is in a well-
appointed industrial/business complex. The rural

organisations are similar to the majority of their
Cape Town colleagues.

Although organisations had offices in business
districts, some had branches in the townships
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(eg. NICRO, CECS. CWD). Usually training was
co-ordinated from the office, though often held at
venues convenient for the clients. What is interest-
ing is the fact that none of the head offices is situat-

ed in Mitchel Is Plain, a major Coloured residential
area. or any of the African residential areas of
Khayalitsha. Guguletu. Langa or Nyanga.

The offices of most of these organisations could
be described as comfortably functional, with mini-
mal luxuries like carpets or comfortable chairs.
There was no tangible difference between the rural
or urban offices and all were sited near public
transport routes and terminuses.

NATIONAL AND INDEPENDENTLY
LOCATED ORGANISATIONS
Some of the COs operating in the Western Cape are

branches of national omanisations, while others are
individual ones having been formed to meet a par-
ticular need. The SA National Institute for Crime
Prevention and the Rehabilitation of Offenders
(NICRO), for example. is a national organisation.
The training it provides in the Cape is co-ordinated
from a central office in Cape Town. The Black Sash
is another national organisation. USWE (Use
Spoken and Written English) began its life in

Johannesburg and moved to Cape Town several
years ago. LEAP (Legal Education Action Project).
formed in 1986 is part of the Institute of
Criminology at the llniversity of' Cape Town a
It links the question of legal rights to its socio-eco-
nomic context. and works mainly in rural areas

where people generally do not have access to legal

assistance. The Community Education Computer
Society is also a local organisation, founded in 1985.

Phambili. whose lull nanie is Phambili Squatter and
Rural Women's Development Centre, is another
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local organisation. These details reflect the differ-
ences which exist between the organisations.

NATURE OF ORGANISATIONS
Age of Organisations
It has already been pointed out that there was an
upsurge of COs from the mid 1980s olwards. and
consequently one could expect that the ages of the
organisations in the sample reflect this. Fifteen, or
just over half, have been in existence for up to 5
years. five have operated over the past 5-10 years. six

between 10-20 years and three have been in existence

for more than 20 years NICRO for 80 years. Black

Sash for 37, and World Vision for 25 years, and all
three appear quite strong. Two of the youngest organ-

isations are Phambili. formed in 1991. with an office

in one of Cape Town's suburbs, and SAHSSO formed

in 1992. The former is concerned with community
health work and the latter an umbrella organisation
aimed at training practitioners. The focus of some of

the youngest organisations have explicit guiding
principles and highly specific goals.

A year after the interviews Ms van Zyl, the
researcher, had personal knowledge of three organi-
sations that were floundering, of which two were in
the process of closing down although they had sur-
vived for over 15 years.

The cause of the rise and fall of some of the
organisations appears to be highly idiosyncratic and

would have to he accounted for individually.
Problems in regard to raising funds. mismanagement

of funding in the organisation, the decrease of com-
mnment or staff. many of whom worked voluntarily,
the irregularity of their pay (at the time of writing
the author was told that one organisation. which has

operated for 1(1 years. did not have money to pay its

workers over the past year. and is now going out of

action). absence of realistic goals. inexperience in
running an organisation. ideological differences in
management, and no longer being needed are just

some of the factors which respondents have suggest-

ed account for this. The age of the organisation does

not appear to be correlated with its life span.

Size of Organisations
Number of staff members in the organisations

0 5 5 10 10 20 20 30 30 40 60 65

12 4
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The size of the organisations, like their aims. vary
enormously. It is not possible to compare staffing
between different organisations because there is no

correlation between their functioning, activities,

structures and procedures. These ma) vary enor-

mously: t'or example SAHSS() has one member of
staff compared with Rape Crisis with 65 members.
of whom only five are paid and the rest volunteers.
The SAHSSO member of staff co-ordinates, and
organises the training of health workers and

indirectly reaches a large number of women. The
number of staff members is not necessaril)

commensurate with the nature of the work per-
formed. nor the cost-effectiveness of the organisa-
tion. Rape ('risis, with the largest numbers. 65 staff.
trains 250 people. whereas ERIP with only nine
members of staff reaches an estimated I 570. and

Karoo Resource Centre (KRC a rural based organ-

isation) with only four claims to reach a total of 6
000. The Black Sash has five paid members of staff.

but a large band of volunteer members who carry
out a range of activities. Each of these organisations
has a totally different agenda and provides very dif-
ferent forms of training: Rape Crisis provides inten-
sive small-group training with a staff-trainee ratio
of about 2:5. whereas ERIP runs short courses for
large numh..ers of community workers and others.
ERIP reported that its most significant and success-

ful training consisted of a I 6-session course of three

hours each. Karoo Resource Centre (KRC) covers
a vast geographical area. Their trainers train

youth counsellors who themselves visit isolated

communities in little towns. Utilising the ripple
effect of training, they estimate they reach 6 000
people a year. These differences will he discussed
in the section on training below.

The size of the organisation and its comparative
cost- effectiveness is impossible to establish, giY en
the considerable variation in the nature of the work
and the numbers who are reached. Howe\ er. and
this point should be emphasised. this does not pre-
vent critics who do not take these factors into
account from lambasting what is seen to be an
expensive and ineffectual mode of NEE provision.
Some recommend that only NH s hich is directly
related to training for the labour market or ABE
should be included in an overall future State policy

(NEPI. Framework. 1993).
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Aims of Organisations
As stated elsewhere, much of the work of AE and
NH has been regarded by the practitioners as
transformatory of the conditions of the clients in
society, but not necessarily of the society as a
whole. The religiously inspired organisations could
he said to fall into this category, although this is
certainly not always the case. These organisations
may he multi-faceted with a number of activities
guided by their overarching main mission state-
ment. Catholic Welfare and Des elopment (CWD)
sets out to "empower- the community and seeks to
get people to look at their Hs es and problems and
how to solve them. World Vision is another exam-
ple. It is one of the elder organisations in the coun-
try and it has been in existence for 25 years. Its
sixth ohjectise states:

We encourage people everywhere to see beyond

their own situation and interests, and care about
the needs of others. We use all appropriate

and cost efficient communication channels to
accomplish this.

But. in addition. it sass:

Our work is not simply feeding the hungry
masses. but partnering the most needy to de
velop self-reliance. Our development approach
concentrates on the needs (4 pre-school children

and their communities. promotes positive

change towards a united, free and open society.
working in partnership with our donor and recip-
ient audiences to reduce the need for charity.

Its goals are informed by a welfare view and seeks
to reduce the mass "needs for charity-. Its objec-
tives are: child and family care: emergency aid:
des elopment: leadership des elopment: sharing

faith: and mission challenge. Its aims are diverse.
but its actis ities are somewhat circumscribed.

In South Africa. while one of the main goals of
COs has been described as the dismantling of the
apartheid state. it will be interesting to see how
many fall within this particular classification.

Clearly those which can he classified as political
would reflect this focus. although there has been
neither unanimity among the practitioners on how
to achicse this, nor a uniformity in their activities.
Others has e mission statements w hich may be gen-
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eral and directed to alleviating the outcome of
poverty, such as incom,--generating work. primary
health care, and so on. Whether the organisations
meet their stated aims or fulfil all the activities they
say they will carry out is obviously questionable.
Many of the mission statements reflect the organi-
sations underlying ideological views. In some
cases they are easily identifiable, as for example
World Vision, which draws on Christian values and
has a welfare approach: they may he quite direct
like Business Skills Development Cemre (BSDC)
which acknowledges the effects of apartheid educa-

tion and sets out through business courses to train
Black women who would not otherwise have the
chance to enter the commercial/administrative
world. It is not surprising that adult educationists
express their concern at having to classify the aims
and activities of COs. The aims may be multi-
faceted but their activities singular: on the other
hand. their aims may be discrete but their activities

varied. There are examples of complex goals
which are ambitious and multifaceted. and others
whose goals are simple and direct. Some details of
various types of organisations in the sample will
now be given.

Description of the
Nature of Organisations

Single Purpose Organisations
BSDC is an example of a single purpose organisa-

tion. Its overall aim is directed towards redressing
some of the inequalities of the apartheid system.
and spells it out as follows:

... to redress educational deficiencies and

improve contact between black people (especial-

ly women) and the business world. Sound. basic

office skills. business English and personal
development are provided. An emphasis is

placed on making (he course practical and rele-
vant to the students' lives and the business envi-

ronment. The Centre is located in Cape Town
itself, to maximize the aspect of business
orientation.

In practice it pros ides a highly organised set of
courses. lull- and part-time. for Black women (and
a few men) who reeeive accreditation on comple-
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tion of the course and who are able to enter the
business world competitively.

The Black Sash is another organisation which
has a single purpose in that it is concerned with
human rights; but in addressing this it has devel-
oped a range of different activities. Rape Crisis
deals with sexual abuse. SAHSSO is concerned
with primary health care. Several organisations
attempt to skill their clients.

Multi-Purpose Organisations
In many instances, the mission statements are very
general and the activities they set out to provide
may be highly ambitious. For example. Phambili's
goal is "To look at rural working class women and
community development in its broadest sense in
rural South Africa-. It then sets out its activities as
follows:

Training programme for women's co-operatives,
AIDS, skills training, e.g. research, marketing.

management of co-operatives, and introduction
to the computer; Production of audio-visual
materials; creation of jobs of a productive
nature by implementing our rural economic
strategy.

With a small organisation a director. administra-
tive assistant, two accountants. and work done
through co-operatives in rural areas using a contract

system. the goals of this organisation are ambitious
and it is likely to have difficulties in meeting them.

There are some organisations which have sev-
eral goals and different training divisions to meet
these. NICRO is such an organisation. Its various
goals are all directed towards one aspect or other of
the effects of deviancy. To achieve its aims, it has
several different training divisions.

The majority of the organisations fall into the
category of organisations with multi-faceted goals
19 in all carrying out different functions. For
example. National Language Project (NLP) com-
bines the following goals: democratic language
facilities so ordinary people can have more say:
access to jobs: to support teachers and trainers: to
produce materials: and teach Xhosa to second
language speakers.

From the above discussion, nothing has vet been

said about the gendered focus of the organisations
within the study. Indeed. when the aims are studied

in detail, it is obvious that only five organisations
fall within this category directly, and a section of
another organisation.

The Domestic Workers' Association recognises
problems specific to its women members. The inter-
viewee said:

Ons doen die werk oar die situasie van die vow
in Suid-Afrika. die arbeidssiitahie en die veran-
derende struktuur van die jinnilie dinge 'noel
ons non sawn doen

We do the work because of the situation of
women in South Africa, the working conditions
and the changing structure of the family things

which we now must do together ...

Black Sash, as already mentioned. has shifted its
focus of interest to women's rights, but previously
focused on the community at large. BDSC is
specifically concerned with training Black women
who wish to improve their status in the labour
market. And the CWD's Delta Training is aimed at
informing women of how to address their needs.
Phambili focuses on women's health needs, paying
particular attention to AIDS within the context of
the specificity of women's sexuality and the domi-
nance of men in these relationships, although this is

not specifically obvious within its mission state-
ment. Rape Crisis, as could be expected. k
informed by a feminist view of sexual violence
against women.

SAHSSO. which was formed in 1992 as a merg-
er of various progressive organisations. all of which
were concerned with "people's health and social
services-, is unique in some respects. It ieflects the
changing social conditions, and is one of the organi-

sations highly conscious of directing its energies
towards women because of the oppressive condi-
tions in which they lix e. In an article on their
launching. Sathiparsad (1992) said:

We in SAFISSO believe that health is a basic
human right which should be available to all
people irrespective of gender. race, colour. polit-
ical belief, socio-economic status or sexual ori-
entation. 11992. p.40-41)

"I'o accommodate this, a three-part resolution w as
passed at the inaugural meeting which aimed:
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I. lb commit itself to non-sexism, both within
the organisation and within broader society:
2. lb promote and implement campaigns and
programmes related to the health and social wel-
fare of women: and
3. To commit itself to all'irmatie action at all
levels of decision-making. especially in execu-
the structures (Mid, p.42).

This brief run-down of the aims of those organisa-
tions which specifically draw attention to women's
needs span goals from primary health care to train-
ing for the labour market. The numbers are small.
hut this forms only part of the picture. The aims of
the other organisations. while not specifically

emphasising or drawing attention to women. do to a
greater or lesser extent make provision for women
through their activities. But it is their absence of
recognition that women may have specific needs
arising from their status as women that is important
here. And the majority of organisations do not con-
sider it necessary to draw attention to this.

Politically Oriented Organisations
Those politically oriented organisations w ith highly
explicit aims. for example. DAG and ERIP. are sim-
ple to classify. But those whose political agenda is
hidden may remain unidentified as such. This may
be illustrated hypothetically.

Take literacy training. One cannot assume that
all literacy organisations question the existing

power structure. Literacy training could well bc
organised so as to convey dominant ideologies
which are directed towards maintaining the status
(p.m (Lyster. 1992. ) and others quite the contrary.
The activities of such organisations would have to
he carefully scrutinised in order to determine their
hidden agenda and this is not always possible to do.
Thus, the classification of organisations with an
obvious political agenda is clear cut. hut others may
escape such a classification, highlighting the diffi-
culties surrounding any classificatory scheme.

There are. clearly, obvious difficulties in classifying
organisations in accordance with a political agenda.
Indeed only eight organisations hac explicit aims
of a political nature. DAG sets out its "desire for
the transformation of South Africa into a non-racial,
undivided and democratic society, free of economic
and social exploitation- through, among other
things. contributing towards "the elimination of all

forms of discrimination based on race. class or
gender-. Its aims and objectives are as follows:

To assist communities and organisation who
have similar principles to DAG, and who cannot
afford professional services, to develop strate-
(lies to improve or transform the material condi-
tions of the places in which they work and live:

To assist in the empowerment of these commu-
nities and organisations: and

To promote research, debate and education in
planning and development relevant to the needs
of the majority of the people.

But other organisations with multi-faceted aims, do
not immediately appear to have an obvious political
agenda.

The following chapter will demonstrate that many
of the politically oriented COs ipso fiwto do not
make provision for the specific needs of women. The
causes tbr this are complex. and brief reference will
be made to them in the following chapter. Suffice it
to say that the community is assumed to be composed
of an homogenous group of people. The power rela-
tions between men and women are never addressed.

Overall, given the complexity of the goals. some
of which may be hidden, and the range of activities
pursued, it is argued that it is unsatisfactory to clas-
sify COs in relation to their goals. Rather it is in the
nature of the training provided that constitutes an
adequate basis for classification.

Redefinition of Aims Through
Changing Circumstances
It is not unusual for older organisations to have
redefined their aims over the years to meet the
changing conditions. as has happened w ith two
organisations in the sample NICRO and the Black
Sash. N1CRO. the oldest founded 80 ye.trs :!go. was
originally a welfare organisation concerned with
criminals. Over the years. it has changed and now
promotes the concept of social and criminal justice
within a developmental framework. It is concerned
with the root causes of crime. To this end its mis-
sion statement says that:

NICRO is committed to social and criminal jus-
tice. NICRO's service programme addresses the
basic human need for personal safety and securi-
ty by attending to:
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the need for people to avoid in\ olvement with
crime, either as perpetrators or as victims:

the social and emotional needs of arrested per-

sons. offenders and their families:
the need for just, efficient and effective laws.

To achieve this it trains practising social workers,
most of whom are women.

The Black Sash, a women-only organisation
(although it has employed men in the past), was
founded at the time of the exclusion of Coloured
voters from the voters roll, as a result of the pack-
ing of parliament. Initially, it was known as the
Defence of the Constitution League and concerned
with constitutional rights. Since its founding, it has
undergone extensive changes. with a strongly based

national membership responding to political condi-
tions through an emphasis on broadly based human

rights. It has a number of advisory offices, provid-
ing paralegal counselling services, ranging from the

plight of domestic workers to rural workers' condi-
tions. Although a women's organisation it has pro-
vided a service for men and women alike. At its
National Conference in 1992. however, it was

decided to concentrate on women's rights and has a
section informed by gender issues.

FUNDING
The question of funding needs to be placed in context.

The classification of South Africa as a Third World
country is complicated hy the fact that it has a basic
infrastructure of primary and secondary industries
characteristic of First World status. Concurrently,
the poverty of the majofity of the population, the
high rate of unemployment, the absence of a univer-
sal education system. severe problems relating to
land tenure, and the continuing subsistence economy

among Africans. all contribute to Third World sta-
tus. The debate about how to classify and analyse
the economic state of the country continues.

Irrespective of this, it was world condemnation
of the apartheid system, and the N, iolent repressive

state measures directed at all political opponents.
including community organisations. that created the
specific conditions whereb colisidei able donor aid
entered the country.

Partly because of the dynamics of global popular

support for the ANC-led campaign to isolate the
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South African government, the 1980s saw

European governments (and some other interna-
tional donors) seeking to legitimise their
funding for positive social change through credi-
ble and independent South African leaders and
institutions. (Bonbright. 1992, p.2)

In all. Bonbright (1992) said that approximately
R500 million was paid in by donor agencies
during 1991.

Because of the repression in South Africa during

the apartheid regime. and particularly during the
1980s. various legitimate subterfuges were devel-
oped to bring money into the country. As a result, it
was not always possible to pinpoint the exact
source of money. Several "clearing-houses" were
established to channel overseas funding to organisa-

tions. hence people in organisations did not always
know whether the money was from overseas
government agencies or private donors. Much of
the money that did come into the country was
filtered through educational institutions, church-
based organisations and independently based trusts.

The three best known, and largest. are the

Kagiso Trust. the Southern African Catholic
Bishops Conference (SACBC). and the South
African Council of Churches (SACC). whicn
collectively channelled R436-million from for-
eign sources in 1991 mostly from the

European Community, but also from Japan.
church-related development agencies. pri ate
philanthropy. and anti-apartheid orgaMsations.
(Bonbrigh(. 1992, p.3)

The anticipation of the democratisation process and

the possibility of an ANC-led government is likely
to have a major effect on donor agencies. Donor
agencies will probably alter the basis on which
money is granted. and issues relating to account-
ability and evaluation are likely to be of major
importance. Community organisations are acutely
aware of these changing conditions and recognise
that the "honeymoon- period of support by foreign
agencies will soon he over. The political agenda of
funding is complex and it does not necessarik
mean that only large. well established organisations

will he funded. Smaller organisations whose political

agenda is seen to he acceptable by donor agencies
may well survixe.
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Whatever the situation, organisations will have
to take stock of the huge amounts of State funds
available for development work. particularly as the
scramble for support is now highly competitive.
According to Bonbright:

... by all accounts, the South African-sourced
funding for development is at least as large as
the foreign-derived component. There is no

other foreign aid receiving country that I know
of in Africa, Asia or Latin America that gener-
ates so much "development finance- internally.
( 1992, p. h

He estimated that South African funding for 1991
totalled R10,110 million. Further, there are 14 lead-
ing South African companies which founded a pri-
vate sector initiative pledging R500 million over a
five year period to a Joint Education Trust "Which
will concentrate on the gap between formal educa-
tion and the job market". (p.2)

This gap between tbrmal education and the job
market relates to specific skills. The absence of a
skilled labour force in South Africa, as discussed
earlier, is likely to be high on the list of educational
priorities. Given that the formal education system is
unlikely to be able to redress this imbalance in the
immediate future, it could be argued that AE would
play an important role. It is likely that those organi-
sations which concentrate on this area would stand
a greater chance of being funded. It is interesting to
note that none of the respondents in the study made
specific reference to this.

This discussion on funding has not dealt with
foreign funders' concern with gender issues. It is

becoming apparent that as a direct result of pressure
from feminist organisations in the First World. and
their concern with, development issues, that donor
agencies havL been alerted to the need to include
directives about addressing gender-specific issues
in the future. And there are strong indications that
this i already happening in South Africa. but the
effect of such guidelines is as yet unknown. Indeed.
the researcher. Ms van Zyl recently reported that
she has come across an instance in which the over-
seas funders are insisting on a gender programme
being introduced. This type of specification nmy
become more frequent and will have an impact on
the programmes of the COs.
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ORGANISATIONS' VIEWS ON FUNDING
The danger for organisations dependent on a single
source of funding is evident. If that source dries up.
and there is evidenk- of this happening. the life of
the organisation is threatened. Further, the particu-
lar conditions surrounding organisations' funding
during the 1980s resulted in some individuals or
groups receiving funding, even though they had
neither the infrastructure nor the experience to
maintain the organisation. Also, it ttas been known
that claims to be serving or representing the grass-
roots have been unsubstantiated. Certain malprac-
tices have existed. but these are likely to cease once
subjected to more careful scrutiny by funders, and
with ever-increasing competition tbr ever-shrinking
resources.

Understandably, details on funding are sensitive
and it was anticipated that such information
would be difficult to obtain. However, the respon-
dents spoke about this unhesitatingly and raised
many issues.

Given the importance of overseas donors, it is
not surprising that 17 organisations received fund-
ing from overseas, with six totally dependent on
this source: one stating it was 90% dependent on
overseas funds, and II receiving additional local
funding to a greater or lesser extent. One organisa-
tion raised its own funds, viz. Black Sash, although
it accepted donations in kind. Five organisations
were supported internally, one- a rural organisa-
tion- a subsidiary ot' another organisation. These
organisations also tended to raise funds from differ-
ent sources. Three organisations did receive some
State or parastatal assistance: N1CRO which had an
estimated 60e/r direct from the State received this
for payment for social workers' salarie, and two
organisations receive money from the Independent
Development Trust. a parastatal funding organisation.

At a general level, concern was expressed that
organisations are guided by what they think the fun-
ders would he prepared to support, rather than what
the community needs are. There appears to be a
common-sensical view that proposals are being
tailor-made for the funders rather than being direct-
ed by what the organisation regards as the priority.
Yet, contradictorily, there appears to be substantial
agreement on areas where there is a need for fund-
ing. lb overcome some of the difficulties experi-
enced with funders. one respondent reported that
their reports to the funders would mask those activi-
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ties which they anticipated the funder would disap-
prove, and emphasise those activ ities which the par-

ticular funcier thought important.
Many respondents were aware of the precarious

state of their organisations' funding. and expressed
their concern about the future. The rurally-based
organisations felt particularly vulnerable for a vari-
ety of reasons, some of which will be apparent when

training facilities are discussed. Fourteen organisa-
tions saw this as an issue in the future. They felt
they would never gain independence and would still
require funding. Four stated that the y. would have to

provide their own financing. Seven said they would
hav e to opt t'or a mixture of donations and raising
their own funds. Only one organisation thought their
work would he taken over by the State. One respon-

dent engaged in the political sector said:

In terms of the long-term resource issue, we
can't overcome that. but we try to pre-empt it in
the future by making sure that para-legals do fit
into a State welfare and legal services structure.

One interviewee criticised what he viowed as a type

of dependency created by COs on donors. He said
they were "being funded to 'death".

Some respondents working in small organisa-
tions suggested that their size and effectiveness was

problematic in that they could be absorbed by more
powerful organisations and lose their autonomy.
This was said by. two rural organisations and three
urban organisations. One interviewee saw this as
potentially positive as he thought smaller organisa-
tions did not have the necessary expertise and the
work should he left to the bigger organisations.

Three respondents expressed their hostility

towards university-based adult educationists,

whom they- claimed could exert unfair influence
on the funders themselves. Thus, a university-

based department with an administrative
infrastructure was seen to he in a strong position
to "cultivate contacts with funders and the

new political elites". Several respondents suggested

that the university could become the "patron- of a
small project reducing the chalices of smaller
organisations obtaining funding. One respondent
expressed her antagonism towards universities in
general and the funding that sonic departments
or sections hav e received, particularly from

Os eFSells:
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The funders find it convenient to V, ork through
the well-known institutions, and the university
people have always been the gatekeepers and
organisers for funders because they've go: the
money.

One criticised the fundeis in a similar vein:

As more and more funders come into the coun-

try .... they're lazy .... they're here only for a
few days. and use the university networks to
find out vs ho's doing what, and don't inform
themselves from the ground up. A whole level
of middle management people who have never
worked with the grassroots are suddenly calling
the shots about who's doing "good- work a

system of nepotism where a whole lot of pet
people are in need of jobs.

A few respondents complained that the universities
.are associated with what is seen as a removal from
the real conditions, and such departments and their
staff are regarded as being incapable of understand-
ing the needs of people. As one respondent put it:

There is a bizarre sense that we get from
academics etc. who are not involved at the
grassroots level they are so extremely idealis-
tic and unrealistic about the real limitations on
people's lives.

The expression of antagonism by some grassroots
workers towards university based adult education-
ists reflects a view which is prevalent in So.uth
Africa today, viz, an anti-intellectual stance.

Two interviewees had criticisms of COs on the
basis of positioning themselves in middle manage-

ment co-ordinating roles.

My probleem met hierdie mense is dat hulle
soorgee dat hulle iets is wat hulle nie is nic.

gebruik klein projekte op die platteland
om geld te kry sodat hulle hulle eic infra-

struktuur aan die gang kan salarisse. tele-

Ione en kantore in die stad Hulle is eronders-

tel 0111 oplcidin Ic doen. maar hulle het self
opleiding nodig.

problem w ith these people is that they pie-
tend to be something which they are not. They
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use small projects in the rural areas to get money

so that they can keep their own infrastructure
operat* ... salaries, telephones and offices in

the city ... They are supposed to he doing
training, hut they themselves need training.

Scverai mentioned the effect that funding had on
their work. "The lack of resources in the organisa-
tion- had an adverse effect. according to one
respondent. Someone else linked problems of fund-

ing w ith the overwhelming and seemingly-never
ending social problems.

I just get a bit disheartened to think that there is
so much to do. and it doesn't seem like the
social conditions are getting any better or

Favourable for all of this to happen, especially
with the funding.

A number of statements above reflect the present-
day confusions, contradictions and controversies
operating within the field of education. whether
NFE or formal. But one respondent who is engaged
in training schemes for the labour market struck a
far more positive note when he saw market forces
entering into the arena of fund raising. He said that
he could foresee his "organisation selling its ser-
vices to business and the State. A number of inno-
vative actions were akeady tcking place-. Triple
Trust, in its newsletter dated May 1993. said that
although there were times when salaries of
employed staff were almost not paid. they are con-
sidering way s of becoming financially independent.

We have consequently taken ery seriously the
advice of consultants. funders and our hoard .
who have encouraged us to make our expertise

and experience in training and development
work for us.

They have a number of products they could sell,
including their own expertise, and in addition they
aim to make the trading di ision become self-
sufficient.

Such pro-actiy e developments are ok iously
restricted to a small number of organisations w Inch

are in a position to exploit the market and become
financially independent. Unfortunately there are

many w ho service the community and derive no
income from their activities.

Again it is obvious that focus on gender inequal-
ities has not been on the list of priorities of funding

criteria.

MANAGEMENT OF ORGANISATIONS
AND HOW POLICIES ARE DERIVED
Given the political climate in which many COs
were established, it could be anticipated that many
organisations would stress a democratic form of
management and policy formulation. However.

"organisafional strategies do not 'belong' to any
particular political tendency- as Walters argued
(1991 p.354). and she concluded by saying that:

Participatory democracy has been central to the

practices within a set of community organisations

at a particular historical juncture in Cape Town.
The forms that the practices have taken have
revealed ongoing contestation over meaning.
Certain contradictions, which were apparent with-

in the participatory democratic practices, have
highlighted the ongoing daily 'struggles for
democracy' which are taking place within COM-
munitv organisations. (ibid p. 359)

During the time of repression. for security reamms,
many organisations deliberately operated in a hap-
hazard way, and minutes of meetings and so on
were not recorded. However, since the unbanning of
political organisations. many COs have been forced

to become more systematic in their operation
because funders now require visible accountability
structures. This has led to more formalisation of
control and responsibility. possibly accounting for
what the study' revealed as more hierarchical struc-

tures than existed at the height of repressive mea-
sures, even though organisations may be intOrmed
by an ideology of democratic participation.

Respondents were asked how policy was decid-

ed. At the time this question was formulated. it was

thought that in some cases the policy could he
dire.-tly influenced by the funders themselves, but
no evidence appears to hack this up.

In 15 orgahisations the executive or board of
1111slees, or in one case both groups &lel Mined pol-

icy. In seven organisations the staff determined pol-

icy: the membership controlled policy in three

organisatiims: and one combined both staff and
membership. In two cases, the form of decision
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making was not clear. Perh,ips this says more about
the nature of management and the ideologies sur-
rounding it, than the control exerted by funders.

There was no direct evidence of the nature of
decision making in organisations being affected by
overseas funding. For example, Rape Crisis, which
relies heavily on overseas funding, operated without
an executive or trustee management structure.

Not surprisingly sonic respondents were critical
of policy making in their organisations, and this is
captured in the following statement:

People who are making policy are ill-equipped
to do it: they rarely have any experience in
the field.

It could be anticipated that rank and file members
of an organisation are likely to he critical of man-
agement decisions and policies, unless the organisa-
tion is run on a highly democratic basis in which all
participate in the decision-making process.

ETHNIC AND GENDER COMPOSITION
OF STAFF MANAGEMENT
The gender composition and the ethnic composition
of management of COs are significant in South
Africa. because of institutionalised sexism and
institutionalised racism. Furthermore, the role of
women in management could, though not always
does, have an impact on the way in which organisa-
tions address gender issues.

In popular terms, it has been assumed that there
are more women than men employed in COs.
However, the data on staff management shows that
men outweigh women 31 men to 26 women:
among women managers, White women dominate,
and among men, Coloured men dominate.

MANAGEMENT

Women Men
African
Coloured
White

6

3 11

17 8

The researcher had been told by several respondents
that there has been a trend of men moving in and
taking over from women. Sonie respondents sug-
gested that Coloured and African men were moving
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into higher posts where previously few worued in
this area. And as one woman said, women who pre-
viously stood up for their rights were now being
ousted. They were defined as -wild" women.

Black men are moving into the newly-created
powerful positions and 'tame' black women are
replacing the 'wild' white women. White
women are more inclined to stand up to the men,
and they obviously don't like it.

When the researcher suggested to some other White
women that this was happening, there was some
agreement. One respondent viewed this in terms of
sexism and not in terms of affirmative action.

That's a 'spot-on' analysis, and shows how
strong the patriarchy is, When the war is over,
women have to make place for men.

It would be interesting to see whether the change in
e:ider distribution constitutes a trend. and, if so.
what impact it would have on women's status and
position within the COs.

ADMINISTRATIVE STAFF
Among the administrators, Coknired women are in
the majority. This corresponds to the employment
profile discussed earlier, in which attention was
drawn to the move by Coloured women into clerical
and administrative work.

ADMINISTRATION
Women Men

African
Col ou red

White

7

19

3

3
1

A few White women complained that they were
saddled with the responsibility of making sure tl
work continued, in spite of losing their positions to
people who were not equipped to do it. thus criticis-
ing affirmative action.

As restructuring has taken place, it may well he
that the gender division of labour within organisa-
tions is reasserting itself. At the height of the
repressive period, when progressive sentiments
were expressed. everyone was expected to do her or
his own administrative work. It would seem that in
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spite of a hierarchical structure, everybody
"mucked-in together". Perhaps with the influx of
men into positions of authority, and a reduction in
the tensions generated by political struggle, the tra-
ditional gender divisions between administration.
management, fieldwork and resource production
may he reappearing. It now seems that. in some
instances. Back men are moving into co-ordinating
positions previously held by women, but with the
gendered back-up of receptionists. secretaries etc.
Finally, it would appear that Black gendered hierar-
chies are replacing the structures that have been
occupied by many White women. A few White
women complained that their field jobs were now
going to African women, and it would seem that
affirmative action is affecting them negatively. This
reflects part of the anxiety that is present among C()
workers, and is by no means restricted to affirma-
tive action practices.

What constitute affirtnative action is a con-
tentious and complex subject. A simple and
straightforward definition of affirmative action was
given at a conkrence held in 1991 (sponsored by
the AN(' among others), by Prof. L C Clark:

Affirmative action can he defined as reliance on
race-conscious remedies, often of a numerical
character. designed to achieve racial integration
of a work force in a measurable time and at a
defined pace. One rationale for affirmative
action was that it would, unlike a simple order
prohibiting discrimination, prospectively strike
at the hidden and maniflId forms of institutional
discrimination. (1991. r..4)

Clark raises a number of problems that have been
encountered in the USA but concludes that affirma-
tive action has henefitted Blacks and women in the
country. One could argue that his data is far from
conclusive and would have to include a breakdown
of different classes of people who have

benefited. It might well be that middle class Blacks.
and middle class women as a whole have benefited,
hut it is by no means clear that such

benefits have accrued to the working class. A report
in the Cape limes (7.9.1993) was headed "Search
for Black Execs" and discussed the shortage of suit-
ably qualified people. The last paragraph. however,
reported that:
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Regional ANC chairman, Dr Allan Boesak, has
come out against affirmative action where it

gave preference to employing Xhosa-speakers
ahead of Coloureds in the Western Cape. He had
been inundated with complaints about the

practice.

This is clearly one of the difficulties associated with
affirmative action. It is not only White women who
feel threatened.

Maphai (1989). in considering affirmative action
in South Africa. points to the complexity of this. He
says that:

... affirmative action must, in essence, involve
minimal qualifications on the part of the black
candidate: and the technical qualifications of such
a black person must either be equal to, or less than
those of a white person. An unqualified person is
not a subject of affirmative action. (1989. p.2)

In other words, employment should not be given
to people who are unqualified for the job. Yet at
the end of the article he points to the problem of
what constitutes qualification and the worry

expressed by people of falling standards. He points
out, correctly, that the notion of qualifications
involves social definitions and comes to the final
conclusion:

... perhaps if the available pool of genuinely
qualified Blacks were put to good use, and equal
opportunities opened for all, then there might
even he no need for affirmative action. There
will surely be Blacks who share the common
perception regarding urgent need of their partici-
pation. Nevertheless, they might be unwilling to
enter the race with a patronized head start. They
might opt for the long and arduous, but ultimate-
ly fulfilling and effective route of fair equality
of opportunity. They might fear that while
affirmative action cnIiances a person's public
and social image, it could easily impair his self-
image. On the other hand, others might not find
this feature particularly bothersome. They may
be prepared to live with the psychological

weight (which may .ometimes be mitigated by
the genuine self-affirmation of knowing one is
doing a j(th well). This attitude too has been
shown to carry costs. (ibid. p. 23)
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What neither Maphai nor Clark addressed was
how class position mediated affirmative action. It

would appear that the beneficiaries of affirmative
action programmes tend, in the main. to be middle
class or an elite section of the working class. The
"Search for Black Execs- referred to above is a case

in point.
Finally, whatever view one takes, affirmative

action encompasses a set of problems for all the
actors, and it is interesting that some of the White
women in the COs are expressing negative views
about affirmative action in their organisations. It

may well be that women (and in this case it is White
women) will not benefit from affirmative action.

EVALUATION
Evaluation of a community onianisation is obvious-
ly an important part of its on-going viability. but
how this is done is problematic. for a number of
reasons. Walters (1987) pointed out that the form
accountability takes varies in accordance with par-
ticular social contexts. They may be contractual.
and this is applicable particularly to donor agencies
operating outside the country. They may be of a
professional order which could be inextricably
linked to the contractual order. And finally, they
may be ot a moral/religious or political order.

Accountability associated with politics dominated
the South African community organisations particu-
larly because of the link of so many of the organisa-

tions to the democratic process and the political.
anti-State stance that was taken.

For donor agencies, accountability needs to take
into consideration a number of different factors.
These include the use made of the ilinds for the pro-

jects, questions of honesty. and whether the funds
were utilised for the specified project. The assess-
ment of the final output, whatever that may be, and
whether it has contributed to overall improvement
of quality of life have to be considered, although
these latter two are difficult to identify.

There would seem to be an ever-increasing
emphasis and, indeed. prioritising of evaluations by
the mu! lateral funding agencies. This takes the
form of a quantitative evaluation. Cost-effective-
ness can be judged against concrete criteria, unlike.

say, evaluation of literacy programmes which can
never he fully evaluated because there is no mea-
surable, concrete product at the end of a programme

on literacy. Although the emphasis is on external
funding agencies, there is no reason to assume that

similar criteria will not apply to local .funding.
It has become c'ear that accountability of an

evaluative nature is likely to be of ever greater
importance, following the decisions made in the

1990 World Conference on EducAion for All.
known as the Jomtien Conference. This conference
spelt out its priorities: universal education for chil-
dren and ameliorative steps for adults. Furthermore.

the World Bank is now emphasising capacity build-
ing which relates directly to income generating work

and productivity within the country. The indicators
are there for adult educationists on what form of
training is likely to be considered favourably by fun-
ders in the future. Given this world view. COs will
be hard pressed to get funding unless they conform
to the goals set by funders.

To what extent the intricacies of evaluation are
fully recognised by adult educationists in South
Africa is difficult to assess. The problems surround-
ing evaluation have altered significantly with the
political changes follow:ng 1990. While organisa-
tions probably did evaluate their work, their
accountability to the finding agencies may not have
been an essential or rigorous feature of their contin-
uing support.

It has not been possible to establish adequately
the nature of the evaluation carried out by the
organisations. This would require a far more
detailed enquiry than was possible to undertake.
Apart from two organisations, where the respon-
dents did not know whether any evaluation was
conducted, all the others reported that they had
some form of evaluation. Six organisations have
annual reviews, two have annual as well as have
half yearly ones. six evaluate their work half yearly.
six do it quarterly, one has a major review every
three years in addition to half yearly reviews. one
every second year. one every five years. and two
have weekly meetings. Evaluation is taken seriously
and one organisation employed outside profession-

als to do the assessment.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, it is very difficult to compare the
organisations with one another as they are so

diverse. The variation in suit.% in terms of the num-
ber of people they reach. and the number of paid or
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volunteer workers, makes comparison difficult. As
could be anticipated, the aims of the organisations
are broad, and of a general nature, mirroring the
work of COs which attempt to provide services
which the State does not make available. The work
is directed towards the community, which is often
taken as undifferentiated and homogeneous. and
bound by needs which are generated by and
characteristic of Third World countries. Sometimes

the social problems are so overwhelming that
the general aims have to be temporarily suspended.
For example. at the height of the drought in one
of the areas. one orgaMsation suspended its

training and dealt, instead, with the consequences
of the drought.

The multi-faceted nature of the uoals of many of
the organisations might well prove in,fficient in the

long run too many goals and too few r, sources.

Organisations in rural areas felt particuiAy vul-
nerable and welcomed the thought of working
together more collaboratively with the larger, more

established organisations. Indeed one of them
already does this.

The viability of the continuing operation of
some of the organisations is clearly in doubt.

altimugh the size of organisation is not directly
related to this. Funding is clearly one of the most
crucial problems and future funding is tied in with a

number of different iqies the agenda of the fund-

ing bodies. resources within the organisation itself.
both human and technical. effective management of
the organisation, and so on. Many were in the pro-
cess of restructuring during the time that the inter-
views were conducted. reflecting the changing con-
ditions of the country as a who;e. on the one level.
and the instability of some of the organisations on
another level.

The organisations in the study, for the most part.
do not address the issues of sexism and racism
which operate within their own establishments.
There appears to be little formal recognition of
these problems, although they may be dealt with in
the course of every day management. These prob-
lems reflect the complex social structure of South
Africa and the aftermath of more than 4() years of
State repression, institutionalised racism. and over-

all sexism which cross all social boundaries class

as well as ethnic.

It was not possible to evaluate the organisations

in the study, a.'hough respondents did give informa-
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tion on whether evaluations were conducted. What
constituted the evaluations differed from organisa-
tion to organisation, hut how they met the specific
needs of the community they set out to serve, and
how successful this was, could not be assessed. Full

comparative evaluations would require a study

within its own right.
I now want to consider how the organisations in

the study dealt with gender inequalities. The

rhetoric, particularly among the more overt politi-
cally aware COs, has in recent years made reference

to gender inequalities and the need to address these.

Ms van Zyl, the researcher. found during the initial
telephonic contacts that many of the trainers

acknowledged the need for doing preciSely this.
However, this concern was neither reflected in the
overall aims of their organisations, nor, more often
than not, in their training provisions. This is not to
say that the COs did not make provision for women.
but rather that this provision was not located within
the framework of an understanding of what consti-

tutes gender subordination. There were also

instances where the organisation specifically set out
to address sexism. hut did not know how to do so.
For example. one of the organisations. whose -prin-

ciples of establishment- specifically included elimi-
nating gender discrimination, did not have any
training which attempted to achieve this. Our infor-
mant said that it is not that people in the organisa-
lion are unconcerned, but rather that they do not
know how to operationalise such goals. To this end.

then, there appears to he a need to educate organisa-

tions about the extent, range and causal factors
relating to gender inequalities and, perhaps, even
indicating methods of how to address them. This
inability to address the inequalities is not surprising
given the focus of COs on broader issues of
inequality within the context of apartheid and liber-
adon struggle.

It could be anticipated. and indeed it will he
shown to he the case, that training by COs geared
specifically towards women, addresses a range of
practical needs, ranging from primary health care
to skilling for the labour market. Of the 28 organi-
sations. only five organisations and (me project
within a sixth organisation explicitly adopted a
gender agenda.

Most of the other organisations, as the following
chapter will demonstrate. do provide facinties for
women. hut this is carried out without a clear recog-
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nition of the specificity of women's problems gen-
erated through their subordination. The needs,
rather, are related to the community's poverty.
Because the work of COs is pointed towards allevi-
ating the poverty, directly or indirectly, their clients
are mostly women who are the managers of the
household finances, and responsible for the care of
the family. The COs' work ranges from primary
health care to training for work in the white collar
sector of the labour market. Details of this will be
presented in the following chapter. A gendered
analysis of the needs is not made by organisations,
and the unintended consequences of this is likely to
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be a reinforcing of what constitutes women's tradi-
tional roles. The causes for the continuation of
women's problems which reside in discriminatory
practices against them are not tackled, because they
do not constitute part of the agenda of the COs.

Finally, as discussed. above, gendered power
relations within organisation structures are ever
present. Unfortunately, this question is likely to be
sidelined in the course of addressing what appears
to be a more urgent issue one of racism.

Clearly a great deal of work needs to be conduct-
ed among COs if gender issues are to be included
in the agenda of these organisations.
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CHAPTER

5

TRAINING PROVISION BY

ORGANISATIONS

I t is the training provided by the COs which consti-
lutes the nub of this study. The trainieg which is

done by COs IN Nide ranging and the data below
will follow the classification as set out in Chapter 2.
It must be emphasised that what follows is not
taken as fully representative of all the training pro-
vided by COs in the Western Cape. The range of
organisations is wider than this study indicates. For
example. there are organisations which provide
some form of training, but did not qualify for inclu-
sion on the basis of the criteria, such as the

Khayelitsha Garden Centre (Abalimi Bezekhaya
Isente ye Gadi Yabantu). It provides seeds, plants
etc. as well as training courses on gardening and
"greening- in order to encourage people to grow
vegetables and improve the appearance of their
small plots. Then there are many more organisa-
tions providing primary health care than would
appear the case according to our study which only
refers to the work of four organisations. For exam-
ple, the Progressive Primary Health Care Network
is a national organisation with an office in Athlone.
This CO provides extensive primary health care
work. Among other things. it runs a number of indi-
vidual centres, such as Philani. which is a nutrition
centre with a wide range of activities including
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feeding malnourished children and providing
training. PPHCN also runs a centre in Guguletu
which trains health workers elected by their various
communities from different areas for periods of
eight weeks. This centre has a staff of six, of whom
three are trainers, one is an educator. and two are
specialist health workers. Their omission was due
to the sampling procedures and the pressure of time
in which interviews could be conducted.

Thus. while the limitations of the study are
recognised. it is maintained that the following data
does present a fair profile of the range of training
provided by COs in the Western Cape. In spite of the
small number reported on. there is sufficient data
from which certain recommendations can he drawn.

All the organisations in the study not only train
their clients. but, apart from three, train their own
members of staff. This section will, therefore, be
divided into two: the first will examine the training
for members of the community, and the second the
training of trainers. It was found, in several
instances, that courses were not running at the time
of the interview, although they had operated in the
past or were schethiled to be developed in the
future. There is a sense of these COs being at the
threshold of future development or slow collapse.
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PART I

TRAINING PROVISION FOR MEMBERS OF THE COMMUNITY

INTRODUCTION
Many of the organisations have dual or multiple
sets of activities, and provide several different types
of training. Some of this are designed specifically
for women. In other cases. even though women may
constitute the major constituency, the training does
not recognise this fact.

The multi-iaceted nature of activities provided
by COs is common and giN es rise to what has been

called a "mixed grill-. This plurality of activities
creates difficulties in making a neat classification
of the organisations. and assessing and evaluating
tne work. Furthermore. this study does not
necessarily have full details of the range of work
carried out by each of the organisations in the
sample. The data available has been derived from
the trainers interviewed and the Work on which
they could report. The extent of the range of activi-
ties in any one organisation may not. therefore. be
reflected. The great variety of demands, geographic

areas. types of training and different trainees is
reflected in the different contexts in which training
takes place.

Our definition of "training- for inclusion in the
sample of COs included workshops with three or
more consecutive sessions and courses of varying
lengths (e.g. Delta Training Project was running
courses for three days and BSDC for four-and-a-
half months). Workshops, led by facilitators, tend to
be participatory. Courses. on the other hand. are led
by an individual instructor who is concerned with
the transmission of some form of knowledge.
Workshops proved to he the most popular form of
training, combined with course work. Seven provid-
ed only workshops. seven ran courses only, and I 3
provided both. One organisation carryied out its
training mainly on the shop floor.

This section will first consider the nature of' the
training. according to the classification set out in
Chapter 2. This will he followed by data on the
organisational elements relating to this provision.
including the support system for women. venue.

costs of training, modes of recruitment. language
used in training, how programmes are devised and.
finally, certification. Rural organisations experience
additional problems to those of the city-based
organisations, and these difficulties will he dis-
cussed at the end of this section.

TRAINING PROVISION
Survival strategies
This relates to NFE which assists people. particular-

ly in urban environments to survive the harsh con-
ditions in which they live. These may include litera-
cy. primary health care and some life skills. For
some trainers there is a sense of being overwhelmed

by the extent of the problems the members in the
community face. and this is reflected in the follow-
ing words of one of the trainers:

One is to look at how we can educate and
empower these women ... But how that is why
my emphasis. on the training is survival skills -
how do you deal with problems out there when
you are alone?

I. Literacy Programme
Functional literacy contributes to survival strate-
gies. But it ma y. also open the way to the labour
market in that it may be a prerequisite for employ-
ment. although it is not regarded as a necessary skill
for the labour market. Literacy could enhance
employment prospects. for example. among
domestic workers. Literacy needs overritie gender
differences, although the texts that are used are
important. The content could, in terms of the hidden
curriculum, covertly support women's traditional
roles. but this study did not investigate the content
of what was being taught in the literacy classes.
Suffice it to say that in the course of conducting
some preliminary interviews prior to the research
being carried out. one organiser involved in literacy

ork said that she and her trainers were concerned
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with women's double burden. and the literacy cam-
paign enabled them to confront some of the prob-
lems they encountered. But she did not say in what
way. nor whether there was any way of evaluating

the work this organisation was doing, particularly
among rural women. where the classes were seen to

he "more than reading and w riting. It is a weapon

against exploitation and oppression-. In such a case

it would have to be established whether people
emerged from such training functionally literate.

Two organisations in the study did provide
literacy training, although the nature of the training

differed.
Use Speak Wdte English (USWE) aims "to help

adult workers with little or no formal school gain
more control over their lives by learning basic
English and allied skills, including those that will
promote effective participation in a democratic
society-. To this end they have a range of activities
which include research and development. Their
training is geared towards trainers and is "to train
facilitators in participatbry methods of teaching and

provide them with the skills for teaching English
literacy-. This clearly is an attempt to move literacy
training out of the sphere of the amateur and
invest the trainers with specific skills deemed nec-
essary for training.

Montagu en Ashton Gemeenskapdiens (MAG). a
rural organisation, among other things. runs an
adult literacy programme for Coloureds, of whom
70% are women. But how successful this work is is
not possible to say. What is important to note is that

it is just one of the activities that the organisation
provides. With limited resources, the cost effective-
ness of such training needs, perhaps. to he assessed.

2. Primary Health Care
Four organisations were involved in primary

health care.

Phambili works with small numbers of rural
middle-age African women. and provides education
on health issues. This is done mostly on request.
and devised to meet the demands of the community.

AIDS education was a high priority during the
period of the research and the trainer referred to the
difficulties of raising questions on sexuality. partic-
ularly with young people. As for training, they
began with distance learning, with health workers
teaching them about problems women face. It was a

cluestion of raising the health workers' conscious-

ness about these issues. But they have now moved
into providing a core module which takes the form
of a demonstration more than a course. The trainer
spoke in very general.terms, saying that unless you
make women aware of violence they won't under-
stand what is happening. Once the health workers
were trained they worked among the community in
a voluntary capacity, but were anticipating getting
contracts and being paid. The respondent said that
about 730 women. and only four men had been
trained since the beginning of 1991. The content of
the training is not known.

Montagu en Ashton Gemeenskapdiens (MAG)
provides similar health-oriented programmes for
predominantly Afrikaans-speaking. Coloured rural
women.

SAHSSO runs workshops on various aspects of

primary health work.
Primary heath care work is faced with enormous

problems. and their activities range from feeding
the malnourished children to tackling the over-
whelming problem of AIDS. On the basis of what
Phambili is doing. there appears to be a strong need

for concentrated training of health workers and pro-
visions for them io be employed in urban and rural
communities. Given the type of problems they
encounter, it would also make sense for such organ-

isations to he able to link up with media training
COs which could produce the type of material that
is needed. On the basis of the few interviews in this

section. one gets the impression of people creating
new training programmes, where perhaps facilities
already exist and can be drawn upon. This raises the

question of the extent of co-operation and network-

ing an issue which is ever present.

3. Life Skill
As pointed out in Chapter 2 what comprises life
skills' training is vast and covers a range of activi-
ties, some of which border on the political. This
category is an arbitrary one, as will be seen from
the description which follows. Life skills' work dif-
fers from the others in that it has no direct connec-
tion with the labour market. It does not train people
in specific skills, but rather equips them to deal
with one or other aspects of their lives.

World Vision, which responds to needs in a
community, has an aim "to facilitate, and empower
comimmities- and views dependency as an outcome

of funding a section of a community. Their aim is to
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overcome dependency. To this end, they try to

develop leadership qualities which include manag-
ing projects, and basic bookkeeping for members of
the community affected. This is done through a
range of workshops. If World Vision is unable to
provide the required training, then the expertise of
others more qualified is called upon. It is for this
reason that they maintain a network.

NICRO has a training section which runs work-
shops on domestic violence, and in the course of
this introduces work on gender differences, authori-
ty, and conflict in the family. They train police and
other trainers.

Rape Crisis provides counselling services tOr
people who have been sexually abused, whether as

adults or children, and people who have been forced

into incestuous relations. To this end. they train
counsellors to deal with the work.

NAMREC (Namaqualand Resource and Educa-
tion Centre) which has close links with Careers
Research and Information Centre (CRIC) works
with youth and is concerned with self development.
technical training and provides some classes in

computer literacy. This organisation works exclu-
sively with Coloured youth. The inclusion of
NAMREC in this section is because of its training
in self-confidence.

Karoo Resource Cent; claims to reach thou-
sands of youths, of whom 40% are African. Their
programme includes putting students in work

experience programmes. running workshops on
self-awareness and building self-confidence. They
provide careers information, have some bursaries.
and give advice and help the youth to apply for
jobs. They also organise seminars for the youth in
the community. so that they can "acknowledge their
own strength. and build confidence-. They aim to
get a whole range of youth forums operating in
different platteland towns, and hope to set up
resource centres in the future. This is another exam-

ple of an organisation which provides not only life
skills training hut includes other work - career

e etc.ouidinct-

Black Sash has a training division, and one of
the aims of this section is o assess what constitutes
women's needs. and then prioritise these, co-ordi-
nate w'hat training is offered, and e% aluate the pro-

vision. The training. particularly in the rural areas.
is aimed at getting "people to take responsibility for
their own processes, discourage dependency. and
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upgrade people's efficiency-. There was an

emphasis, according to the trainer responsible for
this work, to work in rural areas, particularly as
provisions there are scant, and to focus on women
in particular. The trainer said:

The organisation feels that it is important to
educate women in particular and in particular
rural and illiterate people. Black Sash has a
particular focus and understanding of ...

marai nal i sed people.

Exactl . how they would achieve these goals was
not clear and the trainer was involved in devising
programmes at that timc.

Delta Training Programme of CWD is con-

cerned with building individual's confidence and
skills w ith a view to having these transferred to
other groups in the community local civic groups.
parish councils etc. The work undertaken during the
year of the study was experimental, in which short
courses of three days' duration were run mostly in
the southern Cape. People were recruited through
local organisations and. although there was a move
to focus on women and the development of
women's leadership, men were included in the pro-
gramme. Indeed, the ratio of men to women was
roughly 60:40. They hoped to get teams of people
at least two from each organisation - to get a
programme set up in the community. The content of
the work was derived from the experience of the
training co-ordinator who had worked extensively
in Kenya and had found that some programmes
were highly successful in generating enormous
energy among people in the community. She cited
an example of 500 projects. with only 40 paid
workers involved: there the bulk of the work being
done was conducted by volunteer members of the
communities themselves. The work of DELTA was
constantly assessed. and plans existed for extending

the nature of the training to women-only workshops,

which would run over a period of four months, with
people being given leave to attend one day a week.

Montagu en Ashton Gemeenskapdiens (MAG).
whose work has already been discussed above, is a
clear-cut example of a multi-purpose organisation.
The trainer said it had cut down in "the last while-
in training other organisations, and was concentrat-

ing on training programmes in its area, one of the
training sessions being on tertiary education and
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study support groups. For this reason, it has been
placed in this section. Training in life skills remains
somewhat unclear, and this largely because the
goals are quite wide and, at the same time, may be
ill defined.

Conclusions
To conclude this section, it is obvious that in order
to address how women's needs are being met would
require a detailed, in-depth study. The needs in vari-
ous areas. as among squatter communities, are so
complex and vast, that members within an organisa-
tion may feel daunted, particularly if the organisa-
tion is not equipped to deal with all the problems
that arise.

Where do you begin in a squatter community?
We only address a very small section of their
lives what about all the other sections of their
lives like health and things like that? We only
talk about housing and land. hut education.
health, none of that comes into play. To increase
capacity, one needs a more holistic approach.
We do not ourselves have the capacity to do that.

Where literacy classes were provided in one partic-
ular rural area, far more women attended than men.
although the reasons for this were not established.
Literacy provision is not exclusively for women,
although some of their specific needs may be taken
into account.

Primary health care is directed almost exclusive-
ly towards women, apart from AIDS education.
Women are perceived as the crucial link in the
development of a healthy life cycle of a population.
This raises an interesting question about the

assumption of the role of women in carrying the
responsibility for the health of the community. It is
obvious that, in the course of their domestic roles.
women do have the major responsibility. But in
accepting this, men are absolved from either under-
standing or being acti\ elv involved in such issues, a
phenomenon which COs could perhaps consider in
the future. This is of particular relevance to those
COs engaged in providing -life skills- or those

hich engage with the communit\ in political

matters. 'lite primary health care of a population
should be the concern of the community as a whole.
and recognition given to the role that women play
in this regard. The extent to which these facilities
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reinforced women's traditional role is not known
and. like the literacy classes, would require an in-
depth study.

Life skills is an interesting category. While
much of this work mav previously have been classi-
fied as political, it clearly requires redefinition in
the light of the training provided. Many of the
organisations concentrate on developing levels of
confidence among their trainees -empowering-

individuals and in the course of this, hoping that
the community in which they live will benefit from
the training. Life skills training is, apart from the
section of NICRO and Delta, directed towards men
and women alike. Given that this training is far

removed from the labour market and skilling of one
sort or another, it is a sector of NFE which perhaps
will be the most threatened in the future. It is inter-

esting to note that four of the six organisations are
involved in addressing specific needs of women:
the other two provide training of a more general
nature which is applicable to both men and Women.

Skilling for the informal sector
The type of training that fits into this category
provides forms of training which correspond quite
definitely to gender type occupations, but can be
turned into income-generating activities carried out
on an individual basis. For women, the training is in

sewing, leather work, crocheting. spinning wool
and even butchery. For men. the type of training
tends to be limited, and as the director of Triple
Trust said. every time they design courses for men,
the women take over. But men. for example, do
attend training to do leather work. Other training is
in terms of equipping individuals to run their own
businesses.

Western Province Training Association (WPTA)
claims that I 2f of their trainees are women and
this is for sewing classes. (Note: the training they
provide for men is reported on p.51 below).

CBS (Community Business Skills) section of
MD, trains small groups of African women and
men on how to run businesses in the informal sec-
tor. Among other things. they teach them basic
hook-keeping. how to conduct feasibility studies.
and so on. Ilere. the projects they have undertaken
are saried from brick making to recharging batter-
ies. In these instances, the idea is that the trainees,
through a small loan, are able to set up their ow n
business within the township and become financial-
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ly independent. The training periods in these

inqances are short and specifically directed toward,

the unemployed people living in the townships. The
businesses may be run by an individual or several
people working co-operatively.

Triple Trust provides training particularly for
women, in sewing. leather work. knitting. Unlike
many other organisations providing similar ty pe
training. Triple Trust is a highly professional organ-
isation which aims to "create new income generat-
ing opportunities directly- among unemployed
people and enhance already existing skills through a

number of processes. In the period since its found-
ing in 1988, Triple Trust had. hy May 1993. trained
3 510 people and estimates a 30-40(4- success rate.
Its goal is to train at least 1 000 people annually and

this is carried out at 19 training centres. Each year
they expand the number of centres. A further eight
or nine will be opened in 1994. Each centre runs six
courses every tw o months. with 12 people per
course. Pffhaps where their activities differ from
others is in terms of their extended organisational
base. It begins w ith selection procedui es for new
trainees who undergo eight weeks' it-lining. This
includes the skills in the particular work leather
work (50q are men). sewing. including soft toys
(5(7( are men). and knitting (no men). butchery
(50c:( men). and basic business skills. The second
stage is the financing of the trainee to purchase cap-

ital equipment (non electrically operated) through a
loan not exceeding R2 000. A marketing section has

several sections: one in which products can he
bought back from producers: one Vhich considers
development, which includes designing specific
products for sale to identified markets. y if.. commu-

nity.. First World retail outlets. corporate and inter-
national. etc.: and finally, equipping producers to
market their products independently. More recent-
ly. the organisation has added a new section. It is

one of "mentoring-. which provides ongoing sup-
port for emerging enterprises. The mentors link

ith volunteer consultants.

WPTC say s that it has held classes for women
on sewing. Where other organisations offer training

usually in dress making - there does not appear to
he the same follim up as pro\ ided by Triple Trust.
The latter is concerned w. ith making the indlY idual

nainee self-sufficient. Others may pros ide the train-
ing, which probably concentrates on dressmaking
(e.g. WPTA). but do not assist v ith the purchasing
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of capital equipment. such as a sewing machine, or
marketima. This must make a sigt.ificant difference
to the development of income-generating work.

Conclusions
It is interesting to note that. w ithin the informal sec-

tor. training for income-generating work appears to
be most successful with women as demonstrated by

Triple Trust. This training which is located in what
is seen as traditional womeg's work viz, sewing
and craft work is geared towards sales in the com-
munity as well as outside in the commercial world.
The high ley el of organisation hy Triple Trust
through its marketing and follow-up work must
contribute in no small way to its success. CV/Us
provision is for the do elopment of small businesses

which are not necessarily based on individual work.

and operates for both women and men. At the time
of writing, their field workers are engaged in devel-
oping small business projects w hich women w ill run

a hairdressing business and the production of
household linen. Given the size of the informal
labour market this is obviously an area in which
further developments can take place, particularly
for women.

However, a note of caution about the success of

ordinary dressmaking training in particular should
be noted. Wentzel argues that:

The Black tow nships are fertile ground for the
mushrooming of sew ing courses (3-4-6 weeks in
duration) which target unemployed. marginalised

women as their constituency. I can think of at
least eleY en such initiatis es at very short

notice. One of these trains over 160 trainees a
year. These training courses are presented as
development initiatiY es which aim to promote
job creation of the self-help y ariety. The follow-
ing questions must arise ...

(i) What is the status of the employment creation

claims of such entures
(ii) Do these initiatives unyy ittingly not reinforce
marginalisation in an invisible cul Je sac?
(iii) Why train women in such skills w hen thou-
sands of operators Vho hay e had ye:on of industrial
e yperience are rendered .1i)bless in the fiwmal sec-

tor annually ? lEarlier in tho paper he said that the

job loss among Coloured women is estimated at
5(X) a month in 1992 for the first six months. and
8(X) per month for the first three months of 19931.
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(iv) What type of market niches are likely to be
open to informal sector clothing manufacturers?
(Wentzel. 1993, p. 6)

Skil ling for the informal sector is particularly inter-
esting in so far as much of this work is directed
towards income-generating activities for women
who could operate their small businesses from their

own homes, thus reducing the problems of child
care. Of course, this does not take account of the
problem women may face in having to carry out
their income-generating activities while at the same
time having their children around them. The burden
of combining their domestic role with that of gener-
ating an income must not be overlooked. It is no
easy task, particularly when there are young ehi!-
dren who may be quite demanding.

Where training is available to men. it is more
likely to involve business development outside of
the home. Men, at the moment, do not pursue
income-generating activities which involve socially
defined, typically feminine tasks such as dressmak-

ing, sewing soft toys etc.
Overall, given that a way of bringing in some

income is what concerns people living in poverty. it
would seem clear that a great deal of work needs to

be done in relation to skilling income for generating
projects.

Skil ling for the formal labour market
I. Skil ling Unemployed Workers
The phrase "skilling unemployed workers- implies
provisions for a grourof people who have already
been employed in the formal labour market.

However, given the very high rate of unemploy-
ment such training as is available may also be
directed towards people who have never had a job
in the formal labour market. The following data
suggests that this type of training is directed

towards training of a labour intensive nature, and
very much for a male labour force. Where courses
do exist. their titles tend towards an aggrandise-
ment. creating the impression that the courses are
for skilled work. Course titles such as "engineer-
ing- are not of a skilled level and often refer to such
work as laying of pipes. brick making and so on.

Western Province Training Association (WPTA)
plans to provide, in the future, training for unem-
)loyed African men. in the main in welding, brick
making, mechanics and building. The trainer did

not detail the length of time such training would
require. but acknowledged the great pressure from
unemployed people to have speedy training that
would enable them to enter the labour market. In
regard to this type of training, the trainer reported
that one of their ideas is to contract work for the
council, say, and then utilise unemployed men who
could be trained on the job.

The question remains as to how successful such
training would be. To answer such a question will
require a follow-up of the people who have been or
will be trained, and how they fit into the informal or
formal sector.

2. Upgrading
Domestic Workers' Association (DWA) runs train-
ing for 700 women domestic workers. 8or4 of
whom are Afrikaans-speaking Coloured women liv-
ing in urban areas. They say they provide a range of

short courses including sewing. cooking. training
on childcare and ageing, all of which they see as
"prokssional- training. This represents an attempt
to upgrade domestic workers' level of skill and
qualificat ion.

Business Skills Development Company (BSDC).

pyovides business courses which run for four-and-a-
half numths full time, and nine months part time.
The former is women-only. while the latter includes
a few men. The course includes training in English.
aimed specifically at BlacK women. In the five
years in which it has operated, it has had 146 gradu-

ates, with more than 80(7( in full-time employment.
I3SDC is funded by local private businesses, and as

thc Chairman's 5th Anniversary Report says:

Given the history of the region. Black women
(especially matriculants) lacked exposure to

business and were trapped by legislation .... in a
situation where their prospects of advancement
were limited ... (and) ... resulted in many ...

earning their li ing as kitchen hands and domes-
tic servants.

Comnumity Education Computer Society (CECS),
another organisation with different types of train-
ing, not only computer. included training for return-
ing exiles. It has 60( women trainees in all aspects
or computer work, of whom 561/ are Coloured.
The courses vary in length but many are four or five
sessions, three hours each. The trainer reported that
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people come from far away and they have had a
trainee who travelled from Saldanha, a distance of
approximately I40 kilometres.

Media Trainers' Forum (MTH provides trainers
who ao to enterprises and train existing staff in
techniques relating to the production of newsletters,
posters, leaflets. ard so on. They "provide hands-on

training and theoretical skills on media education".
The exact details of what constitutes the "hands-on
or theoretical- training was not clarified. 85c:? of
the people trained are Coloured, of whom only 35<%'(

are women. They also run a workshop for their
active members. At the time of the inter\ iew they
were running a pilot rural training programme
which involved all media training programmes in
the Overberg. a vast area that is stretching from
Saldanha to George.

Namaquanuus (NQNUUS has a year-long on
the job training programme for a few journalists in
running a community new:paper. and is a rurally
based organisation. Of the lOn Coloured commu-
nity that it serves. 60% are wown.

National Language Project (NLP) trains a small
number of African men to become interpreters. This
is somewhat anomalous, the trainer pointed out.
because a "lot of work is done by women- citing
nurses in particular, s ho interpret patients'

comments all the time. Because of thk. the organi-
sation proposes, in future, to upgrade people who
already act as interpreters, as well as those whose
work is not considered as in \ olving translation. An
NLP representative has already invited court inter-
preters to attend a meeting to address problems like

incomplete translations. The trainer did not know
about trade unions, vet felt that women often do
conduct the translations, without anv formal train-
ing. She will work towards ha\ ing this type of trans-

lation recognised as a particular skill. She discussed

the problem of the Xhosa language. in particular, as

many words do not exist and as a result people
sometimes have a sense of isolation. She w as very
conscious of the fact that people accept assignments

for which they are not qualified. She reported that
her organisation was currently cimducting a study in

order to establish contact w ith people acting as
interpreters. The problem will he one of cons incing

employers that they should release their emplmees
to be trained.

NI.P arc training African women interpreters
and translators in the city. This is a new de\ clop-
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ment in its work and members are currently learn-
ing how to train translators and interpreters.

It also provides language classes in Xhosa.
where the majority of trainees are White women.

Conclusions
Training for unemployed workers tends to be

geared towards provision for men. The trainer
reported that where lw had previously made

attempts to include w omen in such training they
had failed. hi one case, the training co-ordinator
reported that where women tried training alongside
men making kerb stones doing "men's work,
the y. came up against a whole set of :esistance from

the male trainees. For example, besides clear sexual

harassment. they were sexually taunted about the
nature of the work. Two women left because of this.
In addition. the women who remained were deliber-

ately marginalised by the men excluded from the
team spirit or co-operation that developed between
the men. The women had to "prove- themselves. If
a heav y. object had to he lifted, the men went to
each other's aid, whereas if a woman tried to lift it,
the men would stand back and watch to see if she
could succeed - often taunting her in the process.
One woman in particular, realised tl-t,l; would
have to be twice as good as the men and started tak-

ing on more and more responsibilities, like basic
bookkeeping. since she would have to struggle later
to get a job with .her training, whereas the men
assumed that their training would automatically get
them work. The trainer was pessimistic about train-
ing women. He said that "even if you give women
the skills and they go and work in the private sector,
they will not he rewarded for their sweat".

When it comes to skilling for the formal labour
market, including upgrading. the anticipation is

that this must be much more limited for women.
given the status of Black women in this sector.
Yet the range of training on offer is w ide and
progress is being made towards opening up oppor-
tunities for Black women. In particular. training
such as that by BSDC w ill fall w ithin the sphere of
affirmativ e action.

Skilling. including upgrading, must become an
extremely important sector in NIT within the next
few years particularly gi \ en the attention to affir-
'native action, and the stated need for skilled and
trained personnel. It is not clear, howe er, how
many COs IA ill he able to contribute significantly to
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this type of work. It would seem that the number of
COs providing training which leads to employment
in the formal labour market is small. The impor-
tance. though. of the link between NFE and the
labour market cannot be underestimated in a coun-
try where the rate of unemployment is so high. As
pointed out in Chapter 2. the training for upgrading
is likely to be undertaken mainly in the formal sec-
tor, in co-operation with organised business, and
largely involving men. Yet some of the work
described above is more varied than expected and
successful in its aims.

The question arises as to what extent such trtin-
ing is available to women. In one instance, where
women and men were trained together, problems did
emerge. particularly in relation to the male trainees
who expressed specific viewpoints about the

women's commitment to the training or else behaved
in an unsupportive way towards the women.

Ian die vroue het drie swanger geraak. Dit was
11 ontwrigting nit (lie pivjek, en twee mans het

gevra of' die vroue onverantwoordelik 11(1.1 met

(lie gebrvik van voorbehoedmiddels. Afiskien

was die vroue van die begin af Me so conunitted

Me, nit die aard van die situasie miskien won

nie werklik 'n foernalis word nie

Of the women. three became pregnant. It was a
disruption in the project. and two men asked
whether the women were irresponsible with use
of contraception. Maybe the women were not as
committed right from the start, the naLiie of the
situation maybe they didn't really want to
become journalists ...

But there are exceptions, and these refer to those
organisations which specifically devise training for
women. BSDC. for example. is one organisation
devoted to affirmative action and which appears
highly successful in placing African women in
white collar jobs. w here previously they had been
virtually excluded. It is an exception. and is an
example of a CO succt .fully tapping into this
sphere of work. Perhaps others may draw a lesson
from this.

CFCS w ith its programme w Inch has included
returning exiles. doe.s cater successfully for yy omen,
many of \Omni already haye some key board

knowledge.
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Political
It was anticipated that all the organisations which
fall v ithin this category had been established during
the height of ;he political struggle. But this is not
the case. A few of the rurally based organisatioos
are relativel y. new, although one or two are off-
shoots of other organisations. or closely linked to
older ontanisations.

It can be taken. that all these organisations
address various aspects of human rights through
paralegal training or working with members of a
community.. in order to get them involved in civil
actions of various types. The nature of the training
is ob,-iously undergoing significant changes due to
changing social situations. It is ttecessary to empha-
sise that some of the organisations that could have
been broadly described as "political- have been
reclassified as falling into the category of those
teaching "Life Skills-.

Statements by some of the trainers gives an indi-
cation of their perception of their roles:

... Our end goal is to make justice more accessible
to people. to help people understand the processes
of government. democratise local government.

Give people access to justice ... by training para
legal workers in the community. Encourage a rights

culture as the core of understanding legal issues so
that we can restructure the legal system. (LEAP)

... We work with such incredibly marginalised
communities, where the level of skills is so tow.
that for us to give an input is really not enough.
They need a whole lot of other things. (DAG)

Interchange Foundation (IF) focuses on general
youth development and awareness training. but also
works with a small number of teachers and young
adubs - predominantly female from all racial and
language groups. in equal proportions. to address
racism and break down racial tensions between var-
ious ethnic and culturally specific groups. This they
do through weekend-long training camps. during
which a number of issues are tackled.

010 MenAe inlen.Nier Mialn ii (lie
Op a kleinhoewe in n natuurgebied. Ons

111017Cer OM n klimaat IC skep sodat
melts(' desnoods met It/me waarde saant
ICtiV !;'durende die 0/1/elding. 111..1
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We bring people together. intensively in the

environment. on a plot in a natural area. We try
to create an 'islaml. atmosphere so that people,
of necessity, hare to live with different values fOr

the duration (rj. the training.

Oudtshoorn Resource Advisor), Centre (ORAC)

works with rural Afrikaans-speaking Coloured peo-
ple. one-third of whom are women. in a range of
matters. For example, they get in touch with organi-
sations in outlying areas, determine their needs.
and then organise seminars and workshops. For
example. having established the needs in a small
town it drew on the local ANC groups. to address
problems regarding pensions and police harassment.
ORAC tries to ensure that whatever training is

provided is not lost, and that those who have attend-
ed their workshops will return to their various
organisations and try and "distribute their skills, so
the skills don't get lost-. Furthermore. it' there is
conflict between local government and civics, it

will act as mediator. This point illustrates the multi-
facet.ed nature of some organisations which respond
to a variety of needs in the community. ORAC is
heavily Livolved in voter education. again illustrat-
ing the proactive nature of some of the organisa-
tions. In addition. it plans to cross the colour line
and work with both African and Coloured groups.

Education Resource and Information Project

(ERIP), based at UWC, trains a large number of
people active in different parts of the community. It
has had very definite goals in regard to training.
Overall, it trains people in organisational skills
which can be transferred to other members of the
organisations in which they work. Courses are run
over a six month period at UWC. lr up to 30 stu-
dents, of whom only approximately l5(7( are

women. It also runs a number of organisational
development courses at the premises of organisa-
tions. Specifically, it provides resource centre train-
ing with an emphasis on management and running
an organisation: fundraising: leadership training,
which includes executive duties. planning. and
coordinating work of an organisation: and finally,
organisation development, including evaluation. It

trains people with a view to this training being
ploughed back into the organisation. In this way, it
aims to help build organisational strengths and
develop leadership capacity. ERIP is currently
heavily engaged in voter education.
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DAG (Development Action Group) is involved
in running workshops for civics and community-
based organisations. This covers a range of topics,
mostly concentrating on physical development
issues as well as community organisations. These
include matters relating to local government, hous-
ing. services, community facilities, rates and so on.
At the time of the interview. DAG was developing a
training programme for staff in technical skills.

This involved devising workshop packages and
compiling articles and appropriate information. In
addition, it was co-ordinating a training programme
together with another CO. The majority of their
trainees are male.

Karoo Law Clinic, which has been in existence
since I989. is concerned with problems faced by
people in rural areas. It views political organisation
as neglected. and offers different types of training
wiiich is demanded by members of the community
itself. It distributes questionnaires asking what type
of training ise needed. KLC provides training in
negotiating skills, typing, and language develop-
ment particularly in English and Afrikaans. This
organisation has women trainees.

LEAP (Legal Education Action Project), a pro-
ject of the Institute of C.'riminology of UCT. which
aims to pass on skills, works mainly in rural areas
where people generally do not have access to legal
assistance. To this end, they run workshops on
arrest and detention, powers of police to use force,
and, on request, will run specialised workshops.
Interestingly, more than half of the groups are com-
posed of women.

Centre for Rural Legal Studies (CRLS) conducts
a range of activities which include lobbying, public-
ity. demystifying labour laws for t'arm workers.
providing some training for farm workers on
paralegal issues. and workshops on labour relations
and general social issues. The training was derived
after a two-year period in direct response to

demands made by members of the community. This
too has women trainees.

Conclusions
Political training ranges from challenging racism to
specific training courses for individual members of
organisations in leadership qualities. anal) sing
social fOrmation civics, trade unions, etc. to

training organisations themsek es. The nature of
political training at the time the study was conduct-
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ed indicated that COs were in a transitional phase.
in terms of the training provided, although this was
less obvious in the rural areas. Some trainers were
very conscious of the fact that organisations which
came into existence during the emergenc} years,
during the 1980s, were changing their way of work
to accommodate the changing political climate.

During that time we were into crisis manage-
ment, running around trying to prevent people
from being evicted, organising rent boycotts etc.
So under those circumstances it was very diffi-
cult to build: it was num; protective or trying to
protect that unfortunately has become a culture

in organisations. It's very difficult for us to get
away from that now. that's being in a reactive
role rather than being proactive but we are
working on it.

Some reservation about the extent of success of the

work done with the communit:es w:as expressed by

one of the trainers, who said:

We say that because the aim of our workshops
and training is to increase a community's capaci-
ty. but I'm not sure if' it is increasing their capac-

ity. or whether it is not in many ways creating a
certain dependency situation. What happens is
that once people get to know about you. you
come and run a workshop. and next time there is

a problem they phone you and you have to come

and sort it out. or help them to sort it out. It's
almost the more they get to know about you, the

more they rel ,. on you.

There clearly is a need for training which falls
under the heading of "political**. Organisations like
ER1P are likely to he heavily engaged in voter edu-

cation leading up to the time of the first democratic
elections in the country. but the work on capacity
building of organisations must not disappear.

Overall, it would seem advisable that COs working
in the field of the "political- may well have to
examine their agenda in the light of' the needs and
the changes that are occurring.

Turning now towards the w av in which political-

ly oriented organisations haN e made provision for
women. this is a clear-cut example of the appropria-

tion of women's needs into broader, community-
based needs. Women are enveloped and their own
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specific needs are submerged. No matter how much
women have been included in this area of training.
issues relevant to their subordination have not been
addressed. Some of the respondents are aware of
this lacuna and are now seeking ways of dealing
with this complex matter.

ORGANISATIONAL DETAILS
RELATING TO TRAINING PROVISION
There are a number of other factors important in
CO training provision, which include the cost of
training, how people are recruited. the role of the
community in determining the nature of the training

offered, and the language in which training is con-
ducted. Some of these may indirectly affect the
recruitment and training ( r women, but others are
of a more general nature, and the recording of this
might prove useful to the organisations themselves.

Support system for women
Some development workers have stressed the

importance of providing a support system for

women. particularly with young children. in order
to facilitate their attendance. It is thought that
creches, transport. and the time of day at which
classes arc held. are all impoltant factors in not only

recruiting women to such classes, whatever form
they take. but also in ensuring consistent atten-
dance. In all, only four organisations offered any
form of child-care for women in training.

The time classes are held can severely affect
working class women from poor areas, where

violence is high and people are afraid to go out
at night. In regard to literacy provision. one respon-
dent said:

Unless you can get a night school, and many peo-

ple don't go to night school, they attract mainly
male employed workers, so you are a woman,
you are une..1ployed, you're home-bound pe..:ple

don't have access to that kind of thing. The wav

that we have responded to communities and
requests for classes, its been a sort of trying to
build an infrastructure of classes for people who
wouldn't alw avs have access to classes, so its
very difficult and extremely problematic.

However, it should be pointed out that one or two
trainers reported that, for some women. the chance
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of leaving their children at home, and getting away
from familial responsibilities was seen as a plus
sign and something they looked forward to.

Venue
Decisions about where to hold training sessions are
governed by expediency. although organisations are
not always capable of meeting the requirements of
the community for various reasons.

The way we have responded to communities and
requests for classes. it's been a sort of trying to
build an infrastructure of classes for people who
wouldn't always have Llccess to classes, so its
very difficult and extremely problematic.

Only where specialised equipment is needed or a
particular venue is required, will training happen at
a central place. Thus. 23 organisations hold training
sessions in local community centres or at communi-
ty organisational centres. Four hold their training at
particular sites, relevant to the nature of the training
provided. As one trainer said:

[We hold it [ in our own environment. In K.. it's
at our own premises, our own workshops.
Workers should learn in their own environment.
so the trainer must train in their environment.

It should be pointed out that. at the time of writing.
and owing to political tensions generated by the
murder of Chris Hani. the Secretary-General of the
South African Communist Party by far-right White
racists, and Amy Biehl, an American student in
Guguletu (both in 1993), changes have come about
in regard to venue. Delta. for example. no longer
uses premises in Guguletu but rather a Quaker Hall
which is accessible. but is in Mowbray. a predomi-
nantly White Cape Town suburb.

For at least one other organisation, its associa-
tion with its own premises was thought as potential-
ly dangerous. Triple Trust, which provides training
only on request by memhers of the community. has
emphasised that it does not wish to have its own
centre preferring to draw on available facilities
church halls, and so on. It feels that this provide, its
centres with some degree of protection. and none of
their centres have been a target for violence. It is

not regarded as an institution, largely because it
does not appear to have a physical presence.
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The location of training may have implications
for the trainees, many of whom have to travel con-
siderable distances. Seven trainers did not think it
constituted a problem, possibly because, given the
geography oi the Cape, people expect to travel long
distances. Transport arrangements vary greatly.
offen depending on a particular arrangement for
each training course. For example, trainees in

twelve organisations have to travel between 100
and 1 000 kms to attend training. One trainer
reported how people would hitch lifts to training
sessions. Only three rural organisations could
provide transport.

Cost of training
Eleven organisations mostly religious-based and
paralegal organisations charge no fees for their
training. Seven organisations charge a fixed fee. of
which only three offer bursaries. in most cases, the
fees are not a true reflection of the costs of the
training. Three organisations rely on voluntary con-
tributions, and seven use a sliding scale. All in all.
three organisations offer bursaries: four are allocat-
ed on the basis of individual qualifications and eco-
nomic needs: three are given as group subsidies:
two on individual qualifications only: and only one
on individual economic !teeth,. On the whole, the
organisations subsidise the training. Yet support for
trainees who need to pay for their courses must con-
stitute a problem. particularly those caught in the
poverty gap.

Recruitment of
members or people for training
Eleven organisations rely on their own networks
and the grapevine to advertise their training and get
recruits. Others have a more systematic form of
recruitment and this varies from anisation to
organisation. Triple Trust appears to have the most
complex form, with a two week selection procedure
(it has waiting lists for most of its training centres).
which is aimed to improve the rate of success,
particularly as the cost of training a single person
is R2 OM per course. Others make contact with
local communities and establish their recruitment
in that way.

Entry requirements vary according to the nature
of the training. One-third require some form of lit-
eracy or language skill to qualify. and another third
require people to be members of the organisation or
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based in community organisational structures. The
remaining organisations offer training to whoever
wants to do it.

Language used in training
Eighteen organisations claim to use the colloquial
language for training. Seven perceived the languages
they use as an integral part of the training. The rest
used only English. irrespective of the language used
by their trainees. In this case, all of them justified the
use of English as integral to their training.

English is the language of business. They have
to build up confidence in speaking English, not
only for their work, hut for social situations too.
That is why English is emphasised. (BSDC)

Rape Crisis uses both Afrikaans and English.
Where they trained African women (and the per-
centage is Only 8%) Xhosa was not used. All the
organisations using only Afrikaans operate in the
rural areas.

Slowly, more use is being made of Xhosa
although. paradoxically. I-:ss so in the remote rural
areas. The recognition of the need for greater use
of the Xhosa language has been the rai.son d etre
for the development of the National Language
Project's goals.

The use of English as the medium of instruction
has been gaining ground. particularly in relation
to industry and the more highly skilled types of
training. This is likely to constitute a problem. par-
ticularly in rural areas in which Afrikaans is the
main language. Trainers working with people in
these areas have expressed their concern, and some
have made strong representations to have the

Afrikaans language preserved for training purposes.
There is a different facet of language, and that is its
accessibility to the trainees. One trainer said that
some trainers fail because their language is "above
the heads of the community. They speak English in
a way which is not comprehended-. lie favoured
trainers who could speak the "street language, the
language of the people-.

For the majority of Africans, one or other of the
official languages. that is. Afrikaans or English. is a
foreign language. For Coloured people. particularly
those living in rural areas. Afrikaans is the first lan-
guage. Hence. which language to employ in train-
ing sessions does constitute a problem. This ques-
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tion was addressed by one of the working groups in
the NEPI exercise. as well as referred to in the ABE
document:

Language and multi-lingual literacy issues are
critically important in adult literacy and basic
education, as well as in general educational pro-
vision. Poor first- and second-language profi-
ciency are key causes of high repetition and
wastage rates, and of low academic achievement
in schools, with profound consequences for
employment and the externalities of schooling.
Similarly, effective second-language literacy
provisions remain a key' area for development
and research. and is presently inadequate.

(NEPI. ABE. p.3)

How training programmes are created
Th ,-! rationale for the training programmes range
from a clear-cut political agenda to a straightfor-
ward recognition of a particular gap or need
expressed by the people themselves. The final deci-
sion often rests with the trainers themselves. but the
project may have been formulated together with
communities to meet their needs.

... We work primarily' in community-based class-

es we were always 'needs' oriented which

meant that every teacher and every group might
have a different programme and the teacher
would negotiate that programme with the group.

... If there is a group of health workers. they
have specific needs: if there's a group of
unemployed women, they may have other needs:
if there is a group in an employment self-
help project the needs would he related to run-
ning that employment project and it in:ght he
bookkeeping or anything. Because we were very
'needs related, it means that all our teachers
have to be incredibly. well trained to handle this.

Most of the projects claim they have devised their
traini.ig programmes in response to a &mild from
the community' or group of interested people.

although fie organisations initiated die pro-

grammes themselves. It is e% ident from the

response. that most of the programmes are not
directed bv goals which specifically address
women's needs.
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Course outlines
Among the groups running workshops, only one
had an outline; II organisations had written out-
lines for their training. but the remaining 16 had
none. Apart from high rates of illiteracy, the fact
that a great deal of the training is specifically relat-
ed to "needs" of the community, the customised
nature of much of the training is not surprising.
However, in some cases, the absence of written
documentation that the trainers could provide seems

also to suggest a lack of coherence and planning
and appears to characterise some of the training
provisions.

Course content and changes
Much of the content comprising training appeared
flexible, in that 21 interviewees mentioned that the
training had changed during the past year. and that
it was necessary to do so continuously. either in
response to changing political conditions or the
nature of the training itself. Where changes had not
occurred three of the seven said that what was done

was integral to their training and could not be
changed. Clearly several organisations were in the
midst of revising their provision. Delta is a case in
point. The training co-ordinator had no doubts
about the experimental nature of the work she and
her colleagues were conducting. and were learning
continuously from their work. NLP is another case
where the training co-ordinator said that their
course is based on trainees having a high level of
literacy, hut they hoped to adapt to the le\ el of
training of people who are not literate. But ch

training would involve consultation with the people
themselves.

Certification
Certification of some kind may he important at
the end of the training period, particularly it is

related to specific skills, given the high rate of
unemployment and the possibility that certification
opens up access to employment. This is by no
means a new problem in NEE. Keddie (19)'0) drew
attention to what she claimed was the lack of value
of NEE in the "academic market place". which can
markedly affect the potential livelihood of the
recipient. NEE does not stop at conscienti/ing
people. but also provides them with some skills.
However. Keddie points, correctly, to the problems
generated hy the absence of certification. It limits
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the chances of the recipient competing on the open
labour market.

The following are the details on certification:
two certificates; four give letters of reference;
10 rely on the recognition of their status as rep-
utable organisations. so that a letter saying the
trainee has attended a class or workshop is all that
is e.ffered; two eive provided trainees with jobs in
the organisation; 10 give no recognition of atten-
dance or any other form of certification.

The desire for some form of certification in the
future was expressed by se\ eral respondents.

One said:

People should bc able to do a basic introductory

kind of training at local level. Then there should
be a type of intermediate course that is offered
at a regional level. And after that. there should
be advanced training done through a technikon.
where people could do little blocks of training
that should be tested and certified. and that
could even contribute to a degree if necessary.
So there will be a staggered approach to it, and
people can actually improve their training over
the years, and eventually upgrade their skills
if necessary.

This sets out a process in which training in work-
related skills could become a continuous process of
accreditation leading to an upgiading of skills.
Training would then become a life-long form of
continuing education.

The SA Institute of Race Relations Survey
(1993) has proposed concrete measures. It has

recommended the creation of a system of' certifica-
tion and cuggests that:

... a new system of' certification should be intro-
duced, with certification of non-formal educa-
tion incorporated in to a national qualification
structure to promote academic and vocational
training. Iwo certification councils within the
formal sector have already been established.
(p.577)

How es cr. a structured provision of training would
be needed and, from the description given above.
a great deal of W. ork would have to be carried out in

this regard. This matter is clearly on the agenda of
education policy formulation by the ANC.
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Conclusions
Examining some of the organisational issues rele-
vant to the provision of training, suggests a kk i d e

range of problems which mitigate again:it an effec-

tive NFE programme. The venue is of obvious
importance. hut location in the most needy areas
may also generate problems of safety of trainers

and indeed trainees. Apart from elements of danger.

where people have to travel considerable distances

to get to the training, continuous attendance is like-

ly to be a problem. In any event, it would require
dedication and a high level of commitment to train-

ing. to both begin and continue with training

against such odds. Costs of training obviously gen-

erate a problem. There are views held that some

payment. even if token. should operate to remove
the element of dependency that appears endemic. in

many communities. But this is clearly an internal

issue to be resolved hy funders and organisations.
Which language will be used in any training scheme
is obviously linked to the nature of the training
provided, although there is clearly a political

agenda. The recruitment of trainees in a significant

number of organisations reveals a somewhat

haphazard set of' arrangements, and reflects the
absence of highly structured training programmes
and well organised centres. Equally, the develop-
ment of programmes is idiosyncratic. and it is this

which leads to duplication and possibly the

inadequate use of limited resources. But this point
will be elaborated a little in Part II. dealing with the

training of' trainers.
These points arc applicable to men and women

alike. There are. however, additional problems

women must face. The minimal support for women

with regard to child-care while attending courses
could be addressed. The venue and its location is
also likely to affect women, as is the question of
travel. It is necessary to establish whether women are

aftected by the need to hitch to the training venues.

PROVISION FOR
WOMEN IN THE FUTURE
When questioned about the future deelopments of
COs. 18 respondents agreed that special t;aining
should he given to women.

Nn' vest:lick( oplenling life. Maar persoonli4
(link e4 (bar grwer noodigheid dal 'Will'

oplehling »unn Ary, han innuurlik nog

bait' rerbeler.

Not specific training. hut personally I think that
women must get more training. But this can not

improve ;things' naturally.

There were wide ranging comments about the pro-
vision of training for women, and what the differ-
ences were in terms of how it affected women and

men. Predictably. trainers who recognised problems

generated by gender differences cited the gendered

nature of society as a reason.
Generating self-confidence among women was

recognised as an important factor in tackling gender

differentiation:

The other question of ... self confidence it falls

under the same thing of empowerment of
women. They still feel they are women, they are

helpless, to an extent just being subordinate to
men. although there has been a marked improve-

ment compared to the time when we started

working with them.

Another respondent said:

I think that 'extension of training for women'
would fit in a lot with the approach of the
Women's Alliance (we have) been a part of that

... the Women's College would he the place where

poor women could come and get training from

skilled professional women, and this would he
empowering. People generally see the importance

of exposing people to situations where they could

acquire skills, particularly rural women.

There was recognition that more effective training
for women could be achieved:

I think that training fOr women ... we would
carry on pretty much as we are doing. I think

though that there is a lot more that is needed to

train women effectively.

I low ever, defining what constitute,. a gender-

focused programme is often seen as Simply working

with women in an unspecified Some organisa-

tions have tried to formulate strategies. but lc date
there has been no systematic approach for doing
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gender training consistently at grassroots level. Of
courSe, several trainers were very conscious of this
problem.

The other problem is our training, not only our
organisation, that has all the wonderful compo-
nents of saying we need to make women as are.

hut we don't reach them. There is more, we need

to really find a way to impact on this question of
demystifying women's roles now and then
there's a mix and suddenly it comes about.

I think it's a gender one like in any country
and in a wav it's global. it's something that will
take time. It's quite a difficult one, because in
the rural areas where we work, women are really

the ones who are taking responsibility for almost

everything. production and everything. Yet there
is a very strong structure of male control.

One trainer from the political sector recognised the
need for training women in middle man:.gement:

One of the most important areas of trainim: that
is needed is to get more women into positions
where they have enough skills to apply for jobs
as middle level bureaucrats development offi-
cers. liaison officers between local authorities
and communities, policy makers within organ-
isations, leadership figures within community-
based organisations ...

Everything points to the need for C'Os to consider.

quite seriously, the training they offer women. It is
clear from the above data that skills' training for
women differs from that for men. because of the gen-
dered hierarchy of the formal and informal labour
market. and women's social status in the family. It
could be argued that COs themselves should become

more aware of these distinct differences, and tailor
some of their provisions to meet these differences.

RURAL ORGANISATIONS
Although the data on rural organisations has

been included, it may he useful to consider their
provision separately. gi \ en that many of the

rurally-based organisations report that the w orkers.
particularly the farm workers in these areas. feel
forgotten and isolated.
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The training co-ordinators in the small sample
are men. except for one organisation. and their
trainees appear to be young, ranging from 14-20 (in
one case) to between 20-30. Only one organisation
included people up to the age of 60.

The organiations, apart from two, have all oper-
ated between two an four years. One of the oldest
organisations is known to have been subjected to
State harassment, and put under enormous strain
during the 1980s. Its goals and activities very much
reflect a political agenda. One of the oldest organi-
sations serves the community through its advice
officers, its community newspapers. and its

collective form of leadership. it runs workshops in
outlying areas in order to reaJt people who are
isolated.

Because of the youth of some of these organisa-

tions. their programmes are still in the developmen-
tal stage. The Centre for Rural Legal Studies. for
example. was preparing a package to publicise their
training. Another organisation anticipates extending

its operation to include Coloured youth as. at the
time of the interview, it was working exclusively
with African youth.

The organisations unanimously referred to the
harsh conditions and limited facilities of the platte-
land. One trainer complained of the low level of
education and knowledge among the communities.
He said that the biggest problem was the absence of

initiative among the disadvantaged people. He said
people knew nothing about the world. He cited
pregnancies as an example. "They just have a child,

there's no thought for the child, and then it's given
to the grandmother-. At the sante time as he took a
moral stand about pregnancy, he also spoke about
the need to raise the consciousness of the people.

Another raised the question of deviancy among
the youth, and the racism that he encountered. This

trainer spoke about the gangs and how they hoped
to tackle this. They- try to draw the youth into
forums and activities. They aim to interest the

youth and inform them of alternate ways of behav-

ing and living. With such knowledge. the outh
themselves could work out alternate ways of behav-
ing. To this end. they plan to introduce a series of
outh forums. In regard to racism this trainer said:

l)aw i. grOOI 1(1.5\C Akeidillt; 11155CII SIVarle.
en die Meurlinge en om will i;radg (Id oorbrng.
Dan wil offs niirelk nd die Ulf 1;eineen.ckap.
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There is a great division between the Blacks and
the Coloureds and we want to bridge

this gap. Then we want to reach out to the
White society.

He knew that none of this would be a simple task
but said:

Dit sat nie maklik wees nie om die mare Ic breek

nie, maar ek dink dal elke treetjie is belangrik.
Die mitre van Bertvn is ctfgebreek en ek dink dat

One ook kan die mitre van apartheid en die inure

ran racism tifbreek.

It won't be easy to break down the walls. but I
think that every little step is important. The
walls of Berlin were broken down and I think
that we can break down the walls of apartheid
and racism as well.

Transport constituted a major problem for some of
these organisations, although one or two dismissed
it as an accepted condition of rural life.

Like everyone else, funding for the rurally-based
organisations is a problem, and at least one organi-
sation referred to the need of raising funds among
the community itself. This would exacerbate an
already difficult situation given the poverty of the
community.

Women participated fully in all the training
schemes. but none had any special training avail-
able to them. Several trainees did mhke the point
that they hoped to introduce particular programmes
in the future. One trainer said that he particularly
wanted women to "recognise their rights". And
another trainer said that because women feel subor-
dinate ("die crone met nog onderdanig") he want-

ed to tackle this. But one other said that women on
the farms were very strong.

The training offered by these organisations
were. apart from one. mainly in the form of work-
shops and. in at least one case, through newsletters
as well. All seem to focus on local issues and peo-
ple's rights, and two were engaged in career advice.

Several rural organisations derive help and/or
training from larger, well established, Cape Tow n
based organisations.

Training of their own staff was done very much
on the spot, with weekly staff meetings to consider

their work and their roles, in one organisation, train-

ers attended training sessions of a Cape Town based

organisation (whose members, in turn, attended

courses run by UWC). Another trainer referred to
the benefit he had derived from doing the CACE
Certificate Course at UWC. He said he had acquired
mediating skills which he employed continuously.
This question of the training of adult educators will
be discussed below in the policy recommendations.

Because of their vulner Ability, these organisa-
tions called for collaboration between themselves
and city-based organisations, as well as collabora-
tion at local level, and a need for networking.

It is obvious that rural organisations face grave
problems. Individual trainers raised some of these.
One found the organisational infrastructure itself
constituted a problem:

Organisational weakness is a great one. Our
whole training programme is premised on people
being used and observed in their organisations for
training that they can pass on. In the rural areas
we work in organisations that are very weak, so

part of what we have to do is to strengthen organ-
isations in the way that we work.

Associated with this problem is one which was
mentioned by several people. viz, the upward
mobility of those for whom the training has been a
success. Three organisations working in the rural
areas complained that individuals use the training
for their own personal advancement, and resufts in
their leaving their communities:

But people with most initiative, who would use
your training hest. are the ones who are most
likely to get out of the rural areas. And once
they have reached a certain level of skill they are
also likely to get jobs.

The movement to the urban areas by the more suc-
cessful people appears inevitable:

Skilled people leave the rural areas. There is
nothing we can do ... that will only he solved
once there are jobs in the rural areas for people
with those kinds of skills.

The specificity of rural organisations needs to
he recognised and special facilities made availahle
to them.



PART II

PROFILE OF THE TRAINERS IN ORGANISATIONS

INTRODUCTION
Adult educationists in South Africa. as has been
said in different contexts, have been imbued with
the ideology of AE as social movement. This has
had a direct bearing on the professionalisation of
AE as practice. the practitioners themselves. and the
people whom they train at the grassroots. Many
adult educationists regard themselves as people
engaged in practices relating to changing the social
conditions of the people they work with. They
appear to have learned their practice on the shop
floor as it were, on the basis of their own experi-
ence and that of their colleagues. Some may differ-
entiate between themselves and educationists in the
formal educational system. in that, it could be
argued, the latter have little if any connection with
grassroots activities characteristic of NI+. This
view is encapsulated in the following:

... there is an educational discourse to teach, pro-
tect and develop, that this is itself the hard-won
historical product and the current practice of
political engagement ... Any attempt at profes-
sionalisation must attempt to carry this tradition
into NFE practice. NFE's essence lies in the
closeness of experienced social problems to
the construction of educational solutions.
(Millar. 1991, p.220. my emphases)

fhis focus on experience is borne out by the back-
ground of people who work in the area.

The field of adult education at the moment is
unstructured. particularly in comparison with that of
the formal system. There is no proftssional group-
ing of adult educationist.,: no recognised discipline
with control over entry into the area of work.
Unlike teaching in the formal educational system
which has a defined path of entry into the work
with recognised levels of qualifications and associ-
ated pay structures, adult educationists and trainers
may enter the field on the bask of their work expe-
rience. They may or may not has e post-secondary
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education, they may have no qualifications at all
beyond their work experience. In many cases, they
have entered this aroa of work through ideological
commitments to particular goa;..

This section of thc study sets out to establish a
profile of the trainers working in the COs consid-
ered in this study.

PROFILE OF TRAINERS
IN THE ORGANISATIONS
Two categories of trainers may be identified. The
first group may have some qualification ranging
from a university degree to a certificate (which
includes AE certificate). One traine.r for example.
engaged in language work said that she had a
degree in linguistics and had studied Xhosa at uni-
versity. and it was on the basis of ihis and her work
experience that she was now developing training
within her organisation. In addition, there are AE
certificate and diploma courses being offered at two
of the universities in the Western Cape
University of Cape Town and University of the
Western Cape. While the graduates' certificates do
not guarantee a progression in career terms, they
may open up employment possibilities. People who
register on these courses have a wide range of expe-
rience, training, qualification. and education.

The second group includes self-styled trainers
who can claim to be trainers on the basis of specific
knowledge bases or work experience. These train-
ers may come through the work of individual organ-
isations, or work outside such organisations which
may have been involved in particular skill training
as, for example. a skilled worker or a nurse etc.

The study attempted to get clear data on the
qualifications held hy the trainers in the organisa-
tions. but it is not possible to give an adequate sum-
mary of this. While the respondents could provide
detailed information on their own training, detailed
knowledge was not easily availaNe about all the
others in the organisations. It could he assumed that
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someone working in a law centre would have a
legal qualification. but someone teaching literacy
may or may not have a university degree. Training
developed out of necessity and people responded to
the perceived need. as expressed by the respondent
who said (in relation to the literacy training they
were providing):

No one else is doing it. Learners wanted to
learn, there were no teachers to teach them. We
found teachers. we found venues, we started
teaching learners. We realised that teachers

needed training, we found it from nowhere. no
cne else was really doing it. Certainly, in those
days there were more people than there are now,
so we just started training teachers, and we
decided to document that more carefully than
we've done in the past.

Another commented:

You know what it was like with liberation strug-
gles. You just got dumped into performing cer-
tain tasks mobilising groups around particular
issues. Sometimes you questioned your

approach ...

This particular trainer did the certificate course at
UWC and said she gained more confidence from
doing so and found her studies were applicable to
the work she was doing.

Of the 27 training co-ordinators who were
interviewed (the 28th person was a director of the
organisation). only six had university degrees and
one a teacher training qualification. Others claimed,
however, that they did have the educational
qualifications required for the job. but these were
extremely wide-ranging and defied classification.
One trainer was a qualified nurse: others had had
experience in the field or in the work they had done
previously. This absence of skilling was recognised
by some respondents as constituting a major prob-
lem, and one saw it as having repercussions within
the organisation itself.

The question of what constitutes necessary

skilling br NI+ and AF obviously will need to be
resolved. But there are certain consequences when
only a small number of people have perceived qual-
ifications. This may have unintended results and
lead to power struggles within the organisation

itself and spread into the community. The question
of skilling spills over and has other consequences.
As one respondent put it:

I mean a lot of the weakness of organisations is
not just a lack of resources. but also the way that
local conflict can completely derail organisa-
tional efforts because so much power is based in
a few skilled individuals .... so that we some-
times have to draw in other people, and not try
to solve thiras ourselves. This means we also
have to do things like training people in skills
like conflict resolution, mediation, and some
basic organisational skills.

There is another aspect which one respondent com-
mented upon. This is the possible consequence that
protessionalization might have on those individuals
who lack such qualifications, and who have reached
positions of authority on the basis of their own
experience. This view was forcibly expressed by
one woman who said:

I have worked very hard for over 10 years to get
this organisation established. Throughout the
Peninsula people are using our methods, and all
over groups are being trained. Funding has been
a major problem for most of the time, and I've
been earning a pittance. I know the work. I'm
familiar with it and I know what policy changes
are required. In recent years. the universities
have started using more and more of our tech-
niques, and gradually they try and get more
control over the area. Because they've got
money and time which a small organisation like
ours doesn't have, they succeed in getting invit-
ed to conferences, meetings and get onto all
sorts of working groups. Slowly, a process of
co-option is taking place. with people like me
who are critical of the universities and their way
of working. systematically being excluded from
meetings etc.

In the case of one organisation, staff development of
its trainers was high on its list of priorities, particu-
larly as trainers were not chosen on the basis of aca-
demic qualification. A number of their trainers were
doing part-time courses at UCT. Others could be
given as much as a month's leave to pursue a partic-
ular training course. The respondent found a great
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level of aspiration among the trainers to take advan-
tage of Whatever opportunity came their way.

Most of the organisations employ their own
trainers, although in the case of six organisations
they called upon outside experts.

In 15 projects. training was provided by paid
trainers as well as volunteers, 12 depended only on
paidrworkers to do the training, and one organisa-
tion. SAHSSO, concerned with training health

workers, relies entirely on volunteers. Thus.
approximately half of the trainers are paid workers
from the organisations. who were required to have
qualifications, particular skills and experience in
the field. For the rest, the organisations rely on vol-
unteer staff.

The organisations themselves are engaged in
training their own personnel. All but three organisa-
tions do so. With one exception. all the organisa-
tions claim a high level of co-operation with other
organisations to develop their training programmes.
As was seen from discussion on rural organisations.
several depend on the expertise of Cape Town
based organisations. for example CRIC, whose
members in turn may upgrade their training through
attendance at university-run AE courses.

The internal training programme must raise

questions about standardising levels of training.
ensuring a high level of training capacity among the
people responsible for training, and, ultimately.
moving adult education into a professionalised form
which many regard as sine qua non for future
development. Standardising levels of training is

complex because of the range of activities carried
out by COs. In the rural areas. one trainer said that
training for staff is organised internally through
weekly staff meetings. in which the work that is
done is constantly reviewed. He himself, however.
said that he learned how to negotiate through the
training he received at UWC. Other respondents
referred to this as well. One trainer said how much
she had gained in confidence afier attending the
certificate course at CACE.

Reliance on volunteer workers raised several
problems. Several interviewees raised the problem
of the accountability of olunteer staff within the
organisation itself. Volunteers may not pros ide

on-going support for their trainees, nor would
they do any follow-up of the training. One person
complained of the limited time volunteer staff spent
at work:
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The limited time that the volunteers have to
spend in the organisations most of them can
only spend a few hours a week or sometimes
just a few hours a month.

And finally. there is the problem of the reliability of
volunteer staff.

Of the 28 co-ordinators. only two had held the
position for ten years or longer. 16 had been
working between one and five years, four just over
five years. and five had been there less than a year.

TRAINING CO-ORDINATORS BY
GENDER AND ETHNIC MEMBERSHIP
Most of the training co-ordinators interviewed were
women. 15 of whom were White. four Coloured,
and two African. There was only one African man.
one White man, and four Coloured men working as
training co-ordinators. Nevertheless, one respon-
dent expressed the view that this is changing. She
said that the area of training had previously been a
"feminine- one. particularly as it required "hard
labour with little pay".

Now that the political scene is changing and
there is some "glory" attached. the men want to
take over.

What needs to be noted. however, is that gender
differences are very marked between urban and
rural areas. The relative proportions of women to
men interviewees in our sample. in urban and rural
areas, is marked. Of the eight organisations
situated in the rural areas. four trainers were men.
while from the urban organisations only two out of
19 were men. This marked disparity, with more men
proportionately acting as training co-ordinators
in rural areas. may be associated with the vast
distances which have to be covered in rural areas
and the degree of mobility among women, as well
as the restricted opportunities that are open to them
in terms of employment hence their move into
('Os. (This difference between male and female
management in rural areas also exists, with men
outnumbering women).

The ethnic distribution among trainers in

general is quite different to that of the training
co-ordinators. According to the respondent the total
number of trainers is as follows:
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Women

African
Coloured
White

33

21

Men
14

9

5

There are more African trainers, both male and
female, than in either group. though overall the
combination of Coloured and White is greater
among women, while amongst men it is equal.

Recently, it would appear that a change has been
taking place in the employment of African and
Coloured women. This has led to a few expressions
of complaint by White trainers directed at the level
of "skill" or competence of the new recruits. One
White woman said that Black women who were
employed as "fieldworkers" were not adequately
trained to do the work and it fell upon the older.
experienced fieldworkers to spend all the time
doing "affirmative action" with the new employees.
This left the former "with a double job in the organ-
isation". She continued that the male top echelons
were able to get on with "policy formulation".

A similar point was made by another White
women, a founder-member of her organisation
who said:

Most of the organisations are restructuring ....
gradually organisations have statied restructur-
ing and women mostly White women who

have been doing grassroots work for years. are
being sidelined into 'media production' while
the big boys take over the newly-created posi-
tions of director. or head or chairperson mostly

men and very often Coloured. People who have
sweated to get the organisation going are sud-
denly invisible. Organisational 'restructuring' is
a cheap excuse for getting into positions of
power without doing all the hard work.

NOTES

As commented elsewhere, the process of affirma-
tive action and redressing the ethnic disparities
maintained by institutionalised racism is having an
effect on White women, in COs whose position is
threatened by these changes.

CONCLUSIONS
The training of trainers arose from sheer necessity.
Organisations came into existence to meet certain
needs. set out to provide certain training facilities.
These were carried out by, predominantly, women
who, in the main, learned how to train through
experience and expediency. How effective such
training is stiil needs to he assessed, although such
a task is daunting.

Organisations are very much in the throes of
restructuring to meet the changinsl social and politi-
cal conditions 19 out of the 28 organisations in the
sample were doing so at the time of writing. In the
course of this, they are evaluating their training
facilities and this includes reassessing the qualifica-
tions and capacities of their trainers. The outcome of
these deliberations is unknown, but is likely to affect
the gender and ethnic composition as indicated by
the above data. with a move towards appointing
Black men in positions of authority and more Black
women in the field. The quality of the training is
also likely to change. As yet. there is no consensus
about the need to standardise or professionalise
training NEE trainers. This is a sensitive area and
one in which there is likely to he a clash of interests.
Whatever the outcome, there is a move from external
forces, derived from issues relating to funding and
the resulting processes of evaluation and account-
ability. which could lead to the call for the establish-
ment of a career structure within the COs. based on
the professionalization of AE.I NEE overall is likely
to witness significant changes in the near future.

I. At du. tnne (it witting. a (omultatire I ornm tor Iommututy Collel;cA rewli ed In loutul an adult (WU( MUM Itoi Ifit1011 It cla%

launched in November 1993
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CHAPTER

6

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Both the question of the goal of NFE and its
application to provisions for women raise the

whole question of policy relating I.) AE. During the
early period that this project was being conducted, a
major investigation in South Africa by the National
Education Policy Investigation (NEPI)1 "to interro-
gate policy options in all areas of education within a
value framework derived from the ideals of the broad

democratic movement- (NEPI. Framework 1993)

was completed and published in a series of reports.

Adult Basic Education (ABE) and Adult
Education (AE) were twc of the 12 working parties,
and each submitted its own report with its own
pol4:, recommendations. These were summarised
in Framework (1993) which dealt with the "con-
ceptual and historical analysis of the NEPI pro-
cess-. Without going into the detail of each of the
AE and ABE Reports' recommendations. suffice it
to say that Framework strongly supported a

co-ordinated structure to promote ABE facilities
under a democratic state and favoured an "ends-
based view- which they saw as dominated by a
"largely market-regulated system lwhich I could

provide the threshold of basic skills required to
build a competitive and growing economy-. (p.3 I
This will be discussed briefly below. Framework
prioritised ABE work, but in regard to other aspects
of AE said that the sector as such is:

not unimportant: but under the circumstances it
is likely to remain the least articulated, and most

decentralized and most dierse sector .. I which'
will impact more on the quality of life thin on
quit). the formal system, or formal employment
chances. (p.37)

They expressed a worry that NGOs ICOs I ould

have to struggle to maintain their autonomy and
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their very existence. What is important to note
is that potentially highly influential non-State

initiative has relegated to the side lines work
other than ABE in the NFE sector. It' such policy
recommendations are realised, then there is every
likelihood that the work of AE would not necessari-
ly be subsidised and/or supported by a futurc
democratic government.

This relegation of forms of AE other than those
associated with ABE provision which can be con-
nected to employment and the "market-regulated
system- is not surprising. Among other things, there
was and is an overall concern with redress-

ing the deliberate State policy to exclude Black
people. and Africans in particular. from access jo
formal education and training that would have
enabled them to compete on a more or less equal
footing with the White poiNulation in the formal
labour market.

It could be argued that under present conditions
the need to redress the occupational inequalities

generated by apartheid is more urgent than the
provision of a rounded education. Narrowly con-
ceived education and iraining programmes

which can more rapidly produce large numbers
of skilled Black employees would, as a result.
need to take precedence at least for a large
c()Itort of people. From this standpoint, the virtu-
al exclusion of Black people from ski!led
occupations makes access to those occupations
more urgent than the status distinctions entailed
in the vocational or academic differentiation.
Wolpe. II.. 1991. p.11.1

In accordance with this, there is a tendency to
prioritise vocational training in a new education
system, available to all pro iously marginalised
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people. of such a nature that w ould produce a tech-

nologically skilled population.
The question of vocationalism raises several

p,-oblems. The first and most immediate problem is

how the existing population that has missed out on

all training and educational opportunities and is
either unemployed, or working in the informal sec-

tor, can be assisted. Unfortunately, the working
group on AE failed to take into account the poten-

tial participation of AE in all these pertinent fields

and provided the basis for the NEP1 Framework
Report to come to the conclusion it did about the
role of AE in general.

But there are other dimensions to vocationalism.
and these are the need to recognise the differentiat-
ed nature of the labour force in terms of class mem-
bership. and the specificity of women's status, lev-
els of skills, and needs. In spite of the rhetoric of
the NEPI exercise, which specified that non-sexism
was one of its aims. the particularity of women's
needs was almost totally ignored, (Wolpe. AM..
1994). Unless a careful monitoring is undertaken of
the labour market. and women's specific conditions
in this sphere considered, women could well he
overlooked in the stampede to produce a technolog-
ically trained and skilled labour force. Women are
likely to remain in the poverty trap.

A focus on vocationalism would suggest that only
those COs which provide training that can be seen to
be related to some form of vocationalism in the new
South Africa would be given support internally, and
this policy could spread to overseas funders. This
would put COs under pressure to conform to a policy
defined by market forces. This would have serious
consequences for the provision of forms of education

which fall outside the vocational boundaries. As the
study has sho n COs' work spans far more than
training for the labour market. The work which deals
with strategies for survival IA that for the informal
market would disappear. COs can and do enhance the

quality of life in many different respects. The recom-
mendation by the NEPI exercise is that such COs he
lea to their own devices. NH must guard against the
relegation to the side lines of work that does not fit
into the market idiom. NEE needs to assert the need
for on-going life-long education, particularly for

those adults for whom little if any provision has been

made in the past.
It would be a sad day if the diverse possibilities

and potential of AE which embrace both a vocation-
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alism and a training which would enhance the qual-

ity of life, not only through the acquisition of skills
related to survival but also of a broad cultural
nature. are not incorporated into the educational

programme for a new South Africa.
A large number of South Africans would benefit

enormously "from a coherent NFE programme
which could redress some of the lacunae generated
by former State policies. This will be true in post-
apartheid South Africa. where even democratic rule
will not be able to undo for some time the ravages
of apartheid.

The field of AE is an elusive one which articu-
lates with the everyday lives of people and the con-
fusions. contradictions and problems they experi-
ence. The disparate history of AE in South Africa
mirrors the apartheid system and. not surprisingly.
has created the conditions whereby many COs have
been engaged in a wide range of anti-apartheid
activities. There has been no consensus among
these organisations, and their work has been largely
unco-ordinated and conducted on an individualistic
basis. However, a major influence among them has
been the work of Freire. and has given rise to the
acceptance of the notion of the "empowerment" of
the communities. It was argued that both Freire's
ideas and the notion of "empowerment" have been
adopted uncritically, leading to a situation in which
the actions of COs are not subjected to critical eval-

uation and the use of the term "empowerment"
legitim,aes their actions.

Provision of NFE in a sample of COs in the
Western Cape was examined. Details of the struc-
tures of the organisations in the study were present-
ed. but comparisons between them were impossible
to make. What did emerge. however, quite clearly.

is the multi-faceted nature of many organisations
which were trying to confront too many problems
with too few resources.

The fragility of some of the organisations was
made obvious to the researcher and indeed. since
the study was conducted, several organisations have
ceased functioning or are on the verge of so doing.
There is clearly a need to monitor the activities of
COs and, to this end. an umbrella organisation
could he established which would do this. Adult
educationists in this study w ere not supporti e of
the idea, largely because of the suspicion that still
exists in relation to State or para-statal organisa-
tions. This could be linked to a system of funding.
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Funding of COs is likely to undergo a dramatic
change, reflecting the changing social conditions of
the times. More specifically, the move towards
proacti.le measures, away from oppositional and
reactiona modes of operation, will not only affect
the nature of provisions but also their funding.
Here, the funders themselves are likely to play a
determining role in what constitutes an acceptable
agenda. Gender differences as a focus of interest.
apart from those COs directly geared towards a pro-
feminist type goal, were limited, although many of
the training facilities were primarily for women.
Illus. it would make sense to establisn a set.of cri-
teria for funding to standardise NFE provisions in
accordance with a classificatory system in which
priorities are clearly demarcated. one of which
would be to ensure that gender-specific interests are
taken into account.

Some trainers felt swamped by the scale of the
needs of the communities with which they work.
Details of the training provided were given for each
category of training as delineated. viz. strategies for
survival, skills training for the informal and formal
sectors of the economy, and that for the political
sector. In the first category of survival strategies.
the likelihood is that provision made here will R

force women's traditional roles, while at the same
time alleviating the harsh conditions in which they
live. Tht.s, dealing with women's practical interests
does not address their strategic interests, which, in
turn. are related more directly to the condition of
their overall subordination in the private sphere of
their homes and the public spheres of their work in
the labour market and in civil society.

Turning to the other forms of skids' training,
what constitutes "skill- is recognised as comprising
different aspects of the labour process, including
sets of competencies and socially defined practices.
Contrary to expectations, far more training in

diverse fields lor employment in the formal labour
market, ranging from office management to transla-
tors, is being conducted in the Western Cape. With
the likelihood of affirmative action programmes. it
is the educated black wo:lian who is likely to bene-
fit in the next few years if she can gei advanced
forms of training. But this leaves the majority of
tk ()filen who desperak ly want a permanent job in
the formal labour market outside the existing train-
ing programmes, and it is the needs of this group
which should be addressed. However. any training
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would have to he linked to job opportunities and
this, in turn, is closely tied in with economic fac-
tors. NFE tends to abrogate all responsibility for
this area of training and leave it to the trade unions
and business to deal with. But it is recommended
that there should be a very much closer link
between COs and the business and industrial world.

This leads to a recommendation that a body be
established which would effectively monitor NFE
provision in relation to demands arising from
organised labour and employers' organisations.
Such a body should keep in mind, at all times. the
specific problems relating to women's employment,
both in the formal and the informal labour market.
and encourage employers to open up avenues
for women.

The skills training for women in the informal
sector represents a potential growth area which
could he met if provided by highly structured
organisations which monitor their provisions. A
cautionary note needs to be struck here. Enabling
women to generate income working from their
homes may alleviate the burden of their poverty on
the one hand, but does not necessarily reduce their
household and child-minding duties for which they
are, in the main, responsible. It is one arena in
which women can benefit from such activities. par-
ticularly as it is income-generating.

In regard to the training in the political arena.
there was some doubt expressed by some trainers
about the difficulties in changing their agendas
&ow, one of opposition to one of' development, as
well as the general efficacy of what is being done.
Overall. of course. women do not benefit from this
type of training, which focuses on the community
which is male oriented and male dominated.
Women's civil status is restrictive. NEE provision
in the political arena does not directly address
women's strategic interests. as such, but NEE provi-
sion is likely to play an even more important role in
the transformation to a democratic society, and as
such should be developed.

In each categtry of provision, there is an obu i-
ons need for expansion of facilities and greater
co-ordination, employment of existing expertise.
and rationalisation between the pro iders. At the
same time. trainers could draw on existing expertise
as well as pool their own expertise. particularly
as some organisations have and are developing
different strategies and techniques for addressing
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

the particular problems they are tackling, and are
often highly innovative.

At the end of the day, few organisations issue
certificates to their trainees. A national body could
be established which would set up the basis for
the establishment of a system of certification of
NFE provision. But such a system would need to
consider aspects of establishing a system of
progression of accreditation. as well as a register
which recognises a range of skills not formally
acknowledged.

Organisational issues highlighted the practical
difficulties that COs experience as, well as the
somewhat ad hoc arrangements that are made in
regard to some of the educational provisions.

The field of AE is non professionalised. and
those who work within it tend to come from quite
disparate backgrounds. Indeed, little is known about

the people who provide the training, and this study
attempted to obtain such a profile. The study
could only establish the educational and other
levels of the trainers themselves. Less than a quar-
ter had university backgrounds. The remainder
had predominantly work experience, and several
of them referred to training they undertook over the
past few years to upgrade themselves. In two
cases, at least, these were certificate courses

conducted by CACE. The impression that is

obtained is one of a group of people with "hands
on experience, and whose knowledge of training

NOTES

is derived directly from their experience within one
or other agency.

This seems to be a circular process. Trainers
learn on the job and then train other trainers within
the ranks of their own and other organisations. This

process may provide the grounds for innovative
work. However, there is no uniformity among the
trainers, and this could prove to be a stumbling block

in the future. To overcome some of these problems a

national system could he established to regularise
the training of adult educators, and establish a career

path for them through a process of certification.

Given thc current situation, the question may
well be posed why a study. such as this one, should

have singled out the needs of women. It is precisely

because the history of women's development has
demonstrated the unfailing tendency to obliterate
women's particular needs and interests, and

subsume them under the rubric of 2enerilised
needs for all, that this study has been done. Much
of the development work in the world has failed
to improve significantly the lives of women, and
it is the need to recognise this that has led to
the focus on women in this study. It is clear from
the empirical material that, with the practical
problems and the structural elements which
militate against women's equitable treatment, there
is a definite and important role that COs can play
in providing skills' training for women in each of
the demarcated areas.

I. 1 he National Lducation Co-onlimaing Committee al..CCI 'cm (Uncoiled with educational provpoon overall. Ihe .VEP1
Inv( %tigation into educational provi%ion in South Africa involved more than ./00 parucipants. ioluntei r%, who collected concrete
dam, held wm.h+hop+, and consklered policy re:sommcndationA. Inulingi were covered in the publication 01 twelve repom.
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APPENDIX A

LIST OF ORGANISATIONS SURVEYED

Black Sash

BSDC Business Skills and Development Centre

CECS Community Education Computer Society

CRLS Centre for Rural Legal Studies

CWD Catholic Welfare & Development.
Community Business Skills (CBS)

CWD Catholic Welfare & Development. Delta
Training Project

DAG Development Action Group

DWA Domestic Workers Association

ERIP Education. Resource and Information Project

Interchange Foundation

Karoo I.aw Clinic

Karoo Resource Centre

LEAP Legal Education Action Project

MAG Montagu en Ashton Gemeenskapdiens

WIT Media Trainers Forum
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NAMREC Namaqualand Resource and Education
Centre

Namaquanuus

NICRO National Institute for Crime
Prevention and Rehabilitation of Offenders

NLP National Language Project

NIT National Language Project LP

ORAC Oudtshoorn Resource Advisory Centre

Phambili Squatter and Rural Women's
Development Centre (now

Phambili Women's Organisation)

Rape Crisis

SAHSSO SA Health and Social Services
Organisation

Triple Trust Organisation

USWE Use Speak Write English

Western Province Training Association

World Vision
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APPENDIX B

ORGANISATIONAL QUESTIONNAIRE

(Semi-structured interview on tape)
Sou u verkies om Afrikaans te praat?

For office use only

Date:

Intemiew number:

Name of organisation:

Name of interviewee:

Office description:

Address:

SECTION 1
DESCRIPTION OF THE ORGANISATION

WE WOULD LIKE TO KNOW SOMETHING ABOUT THE ORGANISATION THAT YOU WORK FOR

1. How long has the organisation been in existence?

2. What are the main aims of the organisation?
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3. What are the main activities of the organisation?

4. How many people work for the organisation?

5. What is the structure of the organisation?

6. How is policy decided?
(Funders influence, executive boards etc.)

7. How is the organisation funded?
(Private money or government money? Local or overseas?)
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8. How often are the organisational goals evaluated?

9. Does the organisation have different sections? Yes/No

10. What are they?

11. What section do you work for?

12. How long have you workcd for this section?

13. What are the aims of the section?

14. What is your current position or status?

15. Is it a paid position? Yes/No

16. What skills did you need to get this job?
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SECTION 2
ADULT EDUCATION

WE WOULD NOW LIKE TO FOCUS ON THE TRAINING
PROVIDED BY THE ORGANISATION

17. What kind of training is offered?
(workshops; courses; formal; informal; form content)

18. Do you have any copies of course outlines etc. that we could have? Yes/No

19. Has your training changed in the last year? Yes/No
If 'Yes' please detail

20. Do you consult with your clients on the training you offer?
Please explain with whom and how.

21. What language/s is/are used for your training?

22. Why do you hold your training in this/these language/s?
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23. Do you run special training for women? Yes/No
Please explain why.

LET US LOOK AT SOME OF THE PRACTICALITIES INVOLVED IN TRAINING

24. Where do you hold your training? (Place and venue)

25. Why do you hold it there?

26. On what days and at what times are training sessions held?

27. How did you decide on these times?

28. What is the furthest people have to travel if they come to your training?
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29. Do you have any of the following facilities available at the venue?

Child care:

Transport access:

Safe conduct:

Sanitary.

30. Do you charge a fee for your training?
Yes/No/voluntary contribution/sliding scale

31. If you charge, are there bursaries available for people to do the training? Yes/No
If 'Yes' please explain how these are awarded.

WE'D LIKE TO FIND OUT WHO CONDUCTS THE TRAINING

32. Who gives the training?
Gender etc.

33. Is your training provided by: paid workers/volunteers/both?

34. What qualifications and skills do they have?
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35. How or where did they acquire these skills?

36. Do you provide any training for your own trainers? Yes/No
If 'Yes" please detail. Internal/external?

37. Do you ever work together with other organisations on the provision of training? Yes/No
If 'Yes' please explain.

WE WOULD LIKE TO HEAR MORE ABOUT THE PEOPLE
WHO COME TO DO YOUR TRAINING

38. How many people have been trained since the beginning of 1991?
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39. Who makes use of the training?
(age, sex, language, area of residence, race)

40. How do people get to know about your training?

41. What are the criteria for people to attend your training?

42. How do you think they use the training after they have completed it?

43. Why do you think so?

44. Do you think women and men use the training differently? Yes/No
If 'Yes' please explain how.
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45. How do you give recognition to people that have completed your training courses?

46. Do you have any follow-up to assess the success of your training? Yes/No/Some
If 'Yes' please explain.

47. Do you offer any kind of follow-up and support after the training has finished? Yes/No
If 'Yes' please detail.

SECTION 3
PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS

WE WOULD NOW LIKE TO TURN TO PROBLEMS THAT YOUR ORGANISATION
EXPERIENCES IN PROVIDING TRAINING

48. Please tell us the common problems that you have experienced in providing training.
(Meeting needs, funding etc.)
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49. Are there ones of particular concern to you? Which ones?
How would you explain them?

MOVING ON TO SOLUTIONS

50. How has your organisation tried to solve problems related to training?

51. Have these attempts generally been unsuccessful or successful?
(Unsuccessful/succi9ssful/unsure)
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SECTION 4
FUTURE GUIDELINES

FINALLY, WE WOULD LIKE YOU TO CONSIDER FUTURE POSSIBILITIES
FOR ADULT EDUCATION IN THE WESTERN CAPE

52. How does the organisation view the future direction of adult education in the Western Cape?

53. How do you personally view the future direction of adult education in the Western Cape?

54. And training of women?
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55. Do you think single organisations or umbrella organisations should provide training?

56. What about future training?

WE HAVE COME TO THE END OF THE QUESTIONNAIRE.
IS THERE ANYTHING ELSE YOU WOULD LIKE TO ADD?

THANK YOU FOR YOUR CO-OPERAT1ON


